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Resurrection studies are a useful tool to measure how phe-1

notypic traits have changed in populations and they allow2

testing whether these traits modifications are a response3

to selection caused by an environmental change. Selfing,4

through its reduction of effective size, could challenge the5

ability of a population to adapt to environmental changes.6

Here, we used a resurrection study to test for adaptation7

in a selfing population of Medicago truncatula, by com-8

paring the genetic composition and flowering times across9

22 generations. We found evidence for evolution towards10

earlier flowering times by about two days and a peculiar11

genetic structure, typical offor highly selfing populations,12

where some multilocus genotypes (MLGs) are persistent13

through time. We used the change in frequency of the14

MLGs through time as a multilocus fitness measure and15

built a selection gradient that suggests evolution towards16

earlier flowering times. Yet, a simulation model revealed17

that the observed change in flowering time could be ex-18

plained by drift alone, provided the effective size of the19

population is small enough (<150). These analyses suf-20

fer from the difficulty to estimate the effective size in a21

highly selfing population, where effective recombination is22

severely reduced.23
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Introduction33

When facing changing environments, organisms can34

persist by one of three strategies: fleeing (migration),35

coping (plasticity) or adapting. If migration and plas-36

ticity can lead to rapid and reversible changes in the av-37

erage phenotype of a population, adaptation proceeds38

through genetic changes and towards phenotypes with39

the highest fitness in a given environment. The liter-40

ature describing adaptation in natural populations is41

vast (e.g. Bay et al. 2017; Côté and Reynolds 2012; Kre-42

mer et al. 2012; Olson-Manning et al. 2012) and the re-43

cent rise of next generation sequencing has enabled44

tremendous progress in our knowledge about the ge-45

netic architecture of adaptation at the species level (Bar-46

rick and Lenski 2013; Brown 2012; Fournier-Level et al.47

2011; Jones et al. 2012).48

Long term temporal surveys (e.g. Visser 2008), resur-49

rection studies, where ancestors and descendants are50

compared under common conditions (see Box 1 in51

Franks et al. 2014) or stratified propagule banks (Orsini52

et al. 2013) are powerful tools to reconstruct the evo-53

lutionary dynamics of populations that have faced en-54

vironmental changes. Yet, observing a genetic change55

through time is not sufficient to claim that it is adap-56

tation. Testing for selection as opposed to drift is57

one of the essential criteria for demonstrating adap-58

tive responses, but is often overlooked (e.g. over-59

looked in 34% of the 44 reviewed studies based on60

phenotypic variation reviewed by Hansen et al. 2012).61

Demonstrating the influence of selection on a pheno-62

typic change can be achieved by one of four meth-63

ods (detailed in Table 2 in Hansen et al. 2012; Merilä64

and Hendry 2014): reciprocal transplants (Blanquart65

et al. 2013), QST–FST comparisons (Le Corre and Kre-66

mer 2012; Rhoné et al. 2010), genotypic selection esti-67

mates (Morrissey et al. 2012; Wilson et al. 2010), or tests68

of neutrality (pattern or rate tests, Lande 1977). These69

methods all rely on measuring quantitative traits (fit-70

ness traits or traits supposed to be under selection)71

but require specific experimental settings. In natural72

populations, unlike in experimental populations, there73

are no replications, and pPattern tests of neutrality, for74

example, are based on comparing phenotypic or allele75

frequency changes across replicates in experimen-76

tal populations, or across populations, assuming that77

they are independent replicates of the evolutionary78

process (same effective size and selective pressure, no79

migration). Pattern tests can also apply through time80

in a natural populationrely on time-series to examine81

the number and ordering of positive and negative allele82

frequency changes in, if a long sequence of observa-83

tions is available (Sheets and Mitchell 2001). Alterna-84

tively,. R rate tests can be useful toon the other hand85

examine the rate of genetic change in a population and86
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compare it to the expectation under a neutral model87

with a given effective population size (Lande 1976).88

The effective population size (thereafter Ne) is defined89

as the size of an ideal Wright-Fisher population expe-90

riencing the same rate of genetic drift as the popula-91

tion under consideration (Crow and Kimura 1970). Un-92

like experimental populations, where Ne can be moni-93

tored, an accurate estimate of Ne is required to perform94

such neutrality tests in natural populations. Temporal95

changes in allele frequency at neutral loci can be used96

to infer the effective size of the population considered97

(Nei and Tajima 1981; Waples 1989).98

The ability for a population to adapt to environ-99

mental changes depends on several factors such as100

genetic variability, generation time, population size or101

mating patterns, in particular self-fertilization rates.102

In plants, a large fraction (40%) of species do, at103

least partially, reproduce through selfing (Goodwillie104

et al. 2005; Igic and Kohn 2006). The young age of105

selfing lineages is often interpreted as evidence that106

selfing species lose the ability to adapt to changing107

environments (Escobar et al. 2010; Escobar et al. 2001)108

and have therefore higher extinction rates than109

outcrossing lineages (Goldberg et al. 2010). Self-110

ing could challenge can indeed have multiple and111

complex effects with heavy repercussions on the112

process of adaptation because it . First, selfing di-113

rectly decreases the effective population size Ne (by114

reduceding the number of independent gametes115

sampled for reproduction (Pollak 1987);. Selfing116

also increasesd homozygosity; and consequently117

reduceds the efficacy of recombination (Nordborg118

2000);, which can further reduce Ne throughincreased119

hitchhiking and background selection (Gordo and120

Charlesworth 2001; Hedrick 1980)). Finally, bottlenecks121

are expected to be more frequent in selfing populations122

(Ingvarsson 2002; Ingvarsson 1991). It is therefore123

expected that genetic variability is reduced in selfing124

populations, and empirical measures of diversity from125

molecular markers strongly support this prediction126

(Barrett and Husband 1990; Glémin et al. 2006; Hamrick127

and Godt 1996). Furthermore, several theoretical128

models also predict that selfing limits the amount129

ofreduces quantitative genetic variation within popu-130

lations (Abu Awad and Roze 2018; Charlesworth and131

Charlesworth 1995; Lande and Porcher 2015), which132

has been recently confirmed by a meta-analysis of133

empirical data (Clo et al. 2019).134

We can expect that this depleted quantitative ge-135

netic variation in predominantly selfing populations136

will limit their ability to adapt to changing environ-137

mental conditions and their long-term persistence138

and different theoretical models support this pre-139

diction (Glémin and Ronfort 2013; Hartfield and140

Glémin 2016; Kamran-Disfani and Agrawal 2014).141

Yet, empirical data examining the response of pre-142

dominantly selfing populations to environmental143

changes remain scarce, especially for data showing144

short term adaptation in the face of climate change145

(Qian et al. 2020). Some experimental evidences146

suggest that adaptation to new environments may147

be fostered by outcrossing (e.g. Morran et al. 2009).148

On the other hand, it has been argued that149

self-fertilization may have facilitated adaptations150

to agricultural practices (i.e. domestication)151

(Glémin and Bataillon 2009; Glémin and Bataillon 2000)152

and could promote the divergence of ecological niches153

and speciation processes (Levin 2010). In a recent154

review focussing on evolutionary and plastic responses155

to climate change in plants, Franks et al. (2014) reported156

“at least some evidence for evolutionary response to157

climate change [. . . ] in all of these studies”, and six of158

these 31 studies consideredregardless of the mating159

system of the focal species. This pleads for an absence160

of difference in the adaptive potential to environmental161

change in selfing compared to outcrossing populations,162

even though only 6 studies focussed on selfing pop-163

ulations. (in respect to 25 outcrossing populations).164

Similarly, in a review focussing on the effect of the165

mating system on local adaptation, Hereford (2010)166

concluded that “despite limited genetic variation in167

selfing species and greater potential for gene flow in168

outcrossing species, mating system has little influence169

on adaptation of populations.”170

Because there is no consensus between theoretical pre-171

dictions, empirical and experimental data, the ability of172

selfing populations to adapt to environmental changes173

remains an open question. This calls for further fine174

scale population genetics analyses, with a focus on the175

evolutionary mechanisms involved and on the dynam-176

ics of adaptation. Here, we present a temporal sur-177

vey in the barrel medic (Medicago truncatula) that en-178

abled us to perform a resurrection study. M. truncatula179

is annual, diploid, predominantly self-fertilizing (>95%180

selfing, Bonnin et al. 2001; Siol et al. 2008) and has a181

circum-Mediterranean distribution. Flowering time is182

a major heritable trait (>0.5, Bonnin et al. 1997) that syn-183

chronizes the initiation of reproduction with favourable184

environmental conditions and could play a role in the185

adaptation to climate change. In M. truncatula, flower-186

ing time is highly variable along the distribution range187

and within some populations (Bonnin et al. 1997). It188

is mainly controlled by two environmental cues: pho-189

toperiod and temperature (Hecht et al. 2005; Pierre et al.190

2008). In the Mediterranean region, there has been a191

significant increase in temperatures between the 80s192

and nowadays accompanied by a decrease in mean pre-193

cipitations (http://www.worldclim.org/). Most stud-194

ies about adaptation in M. truncatula have so far re-195

lied on large collections of individuals representing the196

whole species with the aim of detecting selection foot-197

prints in the genome linked with flowering time (Bur-198

garella et al. 2016; De Mita et al. 2011) or climatic gra-199

dients (Yoder et al. 2014). However, the complex popu-200
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lation structure observed at the species level can make201

it difficult to understand the selective history of those202

genes (De Mita et al. 2007). Indeed, natural populations203

of M. truncatula are composed of a set of highly differ-204

entiated genotypes that co-occur at variable frequencies205

(Bonnin et al. 2001; Loridon et al. 2013; Siol et al. 2008),206

a genetic structure typical for predominantly species.207

How does this peculiar genetic composition constrain208

adaptation to changing environments remains unclear,209

but preliminary results in M. truncatula have shown210

that surveying the multilocus genotypic composition211

through time could reveal a large variance in the rel-212

ative contributions of these genotypes to the next gen-213

erations (Siol et al. 2007). Here, we examined the tem-214

poral change of flowering time at the population level215

across 22 generations characterised by changing envi-216

ronmental conditions (temperature and rainfall). We217

describe the peculiar genetic structure of this highly218

selfing species and investigate the genetic mechanisms219

involved in adaptation. In particular, we test for the220

role of selection as opposed to genetic drift, following221

four steps. First, we consider the direction of the change222

in trait value in relation to the environmental change.223

Second, we estimate the extent of genotypic selection224

(Morrissey et al. 2012; Wilson et al. 2010) using selection225

gradients for flowering time based on several fitness es-226

timates (taking into account the multilocus genotypic227

composition of the population through time). Then we228

estimate the effective population size, test the rate of229

evolution for neutrality and explore the effect of the im-230

precision in the estimation of effective size. Finally, we231

examine the change in flowering time during the same232

time period at the regional scale, using one individual233

per population across the distribution range of M. trun-234

catula in Corsica. A similar genetic change at the re-235

gional scale would lend weight to the hypothesis that236

the change in flowering time occurred in response to237

selection.238

Materials and Methods239

Studied population and experimental design. The fo-240

cus population (F20089 or CO3 according to Jullien241

et al. 2019) is located in Cape Corsica (42°58.406’N -242

9°22.015’E). In 1987 and 2009, around 100 pods were243

collected along three transects running across the pop-244

ulation, with at least one meter distance between each245

pod collected, in order to avoid over-sampling the246

progeny of a single individual. Seeds collected in 1987247

were stored in a cold room. In 2011, all pods pods col-248

lected in 1987 and 2009 were threshed and 100 seeds249

per sampling year were replicated through selfing in250

standardized greenhouse conditions to control for ma-251

ternal effects and build families of full-sibs produced252

by selfing. 64 families collected in 1987 and 96 in 2009253

were successfully multiplied. In 2012Out of these, 55254

families for each of the two sampling years were ran-255

domly chosen in 2012from the 100 plants replicated.256

Seeds from the 110 families were scarified to ease ger-257

mination and were transferred in Petri dishes with wa-258

ter at room temperature for six hours. We then used259

two different vernalization treatments (at 5°C during 7260

or 14 days) to compare the vernalization requirement261

between the two years. Five replicates from each ver-262

nalization treatment were transferred back to the green-263

house, according to a randomized block design (five264

blocks and two treatments, adding up to a total of ten265

replicates per family, 1100 plants in total). Data loggers266

were placed on each table to monitor temperature and267

humidity. For each individual, the number of days after268

germination to form the first flower was recorded. In269

addition, the total number of seeds produced by each270

plant throughout its lifetime was measured as a proxy271

for fitness.272

Temporal changes in flowering time. Individual flow-273

ering times were converted to thermal times following274

Bonhomme (2000). The thermal time was calculated275

as the sum of the mean daily effective temperatures of276

each day between sowing and the emergence of the first277

flower, where the mean daily effective temperature is278

the day’s mean temperature minus the base tempera-279

ture (Tb). We used Tb = 5°C, as reported by Moreau280

et al. (2007) for the Medicago truncatula reference line281

A17. Plants noted as sick or failing to produce leaves282

were removed from the data sets (22 individuals re-283

moved). Collected measures were tested for normality284

using quantile–quantile (Q-Q) plots (Nobre and Singer285

2007). All analyses were conducted using R version286

2.15.2. We used linear mixed models (lme4 package) to287

test for a significant change in flowering time between288

the sampling years. The model included two fixed ef-289

fects: sampling year (1987 or 2009) and treatment (short290

or long vernalization) as well as their interaction. Block291

(nested in treatment), block × year and family were ran-292

dom effects. The family effect was nested in years be-293

cause we were interested in estimating the genetic vari-294

ance within population each year of collection. The in-295

teraction between family and treatment was included296

in the family effect as a vectorial random effect. The297

complete model is summarized in equation [1], where298

Y denotes the flowering time, µ the average flowering299

time over the whole sample and ε the residuals:300

Yijkl = µ + yeari + treatmentj + yeari × treatmentj

+ blockk + yeari × blockk

+ f amilyl |
(
yeari × treatmentj

)
+ εijkl (1)

This maximal model was simplified, using likelihood301

ratio tests (LRT) to compare the models. In addition, we302

tested for a significant change in genetic variance be-303

tween 1987 and 2009 using a LRT between the model [1]304

and a model where family is not nested into year. Stan-305

dard errors for variance components were estimated306
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using jackknife resampling. We used the variance com-307

ponents estimated for the random effects to calculate308

broad-sense heritability as H2 = VG
VP

, where VG is the ge-309

netic variance as estimated by the family effect and VP310

is the total phenotypic variance, including block, family311

and residual variance. Standard errors for H2 were esti-312

mated through jackknife resampling on families (Sokal313

and Rohlf 1995).314

Temporal changes in sensitivity to vernalization. Se-315

lection on a trait in an environment can shift both the316

mean and the plasticity of that trait. Here, we consid-317

ered the sensitivity to vernalization cues, measured as318

the slope of the regression line between individual val-319

ues and the environmental value (estimated as the av-320

erage phenotype, Ȳ) (Falconer and Mackay 1996), for321

each individual i:322

Ylong vernalization
i −Yshort vernalization

i
Ȳlong vernalization − Ȳshort vernalization

This coefficient assumes that reaction norms are linear323

(Gavrilets and Scheiner 1993; Scheiner 1993) and this324

approximation is expected to work well (Chevin et al.325

2013). We used a linear mixed model, with sampling326

year (1987 or 2009) as a fixed effect, a random block ef-327

fect and its interaction with year, and a family effect (ge-328

netic effect) nested into year. As for flowering time, we329

estimated the broad sense heritability of the vernaliza-330

tion sensitivity.331

A genetic correlation between flowering time and sen-332

sitivity to vernalization would affect the response to se-333

lection in the context of climate change. We therefore334

used a bivariate model with the sensitivity to vernaliza-335

tion and the flowering time measured in the short ver-336

nalization treatment as two dependent variables to esti-337

mate their genetic covariance with a random family ef-338

fect, including block as a random effect, using AsReml339

(Gilmore et al. 2009). We ran an independent model for340

each sampling year. The significance of genetic covari-341

ances was tested by comparing the residual deviance of342

the final model with that of a model with a fixed covari-343

ance of zero in a log-likelihood ratio test.344

Selection gradient for flowering date: genetic covari-345

ance analysis. In the absence of selection for the trait346

considered, its observed variation is expected to be in-347

dependent from fitness. We tested this by measuring348

the selection gradient, i.e. the statistical relationship be-349

tween a trait and the fitness. Selection gradients were350

established for each year (and per treatment) follow-351

ing the Robertson-Price identity that states that ∆Z, the352

expected evolutionary change in the mean phenotypic353

trait z per generation is equal to Θa(z,w), the additive354

genetic covariance of the trait z and the relative fitness355

w (Price 1970; Robertson 1966):356

∆Z = Θa(z,w) (2)

Here, we estimated the broad sense genetic covariance357

Θg. Assuming that the dominance variance is negligi-358

ble due to the very high levels of homozygosity in self-359

ing populations (Holland et al. 2010), genetic covariance360

should be a good approximation of the additive genetic361

covariance. As a preliminary step, we checked whether362

our proxy for fitness, the relative seed production, had363

significant genetic variance. The relative seed produc-364

tion was measured as the individual seed production365

standardized by the average seed production of indi-366

viduals from the same year and treatment. A mixed367

model was used to analyse the relative seed produc-368

tion, including two random effects for block and fam-369

ily. Then, provided there was significant genetic vari-370

ance for relative seed production in the population each371

year, we analysed it in a bivariate model with flower-372

ing time to estimate the genetic covariance with a ran-373

dom family effect, including block as a random effect,374

using AsReml (Gilmore et al. 2009). Again, the signifi-375

cance of genetic covariances was estimated by compar-376

ing the residual deviance of the final model with that377

of a model with a fixed covariance of zero in a log-378

likelihood ratio test.379

Genetic analyses. During the multiplication genera-380

tion in the greenhouse (2011), 200 mg of leaves were381

sampled from each plant for DNA extraction, using382

DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen). Twenty microsatellite383

loci were used for genotyping (see the details of ampli-384

fication reactions and analyses of amplified products in385

Jullien et al. 2019; Siol et al. 2007). Briefly, samples were386

prepared by adding 3 µl of diluted PCR products to387

16.5 µl of ultrapure water and 0.5 µl of the size marker388

AMM524. Amplified products were analyzed on an389

ABI prism 3130 Genetic Analyzer and genotype read-390

ing was performed using GeneMapper Software ver-391

sion 5.392

.1. Single-locus analyses assuming independence among393

loci. As a preliminary step, the data was filtered to re-394

duce the percentage of missing data (loci or individ-395

uals with >10% missing data were removed), and to396

discard monomorphic loci. After filtering, the dataset397

comprised 145 individuals and 16 loci (64 from the398

year 1987 and 81 from the year 2009). We measured399

the genetic diversity of the population each year us-400

ing the allelic richness Na−rar (Hurlbert 1971) and the401

expected heterozygosity He. In this predominantly402

selfing population, we expect a strong deviation from403

Hardy-Weinberg heterozygosity expectations. Thus,404

for each sampling year, we estimated the inbreeding405

fixation coefficient FIS and its confidence interval us-406

ing 5,000 bootstraps over loci. Between year differences407

for Na−rar, He and FIS across loci were tested using408

Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Analyses were performed409

in R using the packages adegenet (Jombart 2008) and410

hierfstat (Goudet 2005) and the program ADZE for rar-411

efaction analyses (Szpiech et al. 2008). The percent-412
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age of pairs of loci showing significant linkage disequi-413

librium (LD) was calculated using Genepop (Rousset414

2008) with a threshold of 0.05. Finally, we measured415

the temporal variance in allele frequencies using the416

FST estimator by Weir and Cockerham (1984). To es-417

timate the effective population size (Ne, measured in418

number of diploid individuals) from the temporal vari-419

ance of allele frequencies, we used FST estimates to ac-420

count for the correlation of alleles identity within indi-421

viduals due to selfing (Navascués et al. 2020) and fol-422

lowed the method outlined in Frachon et al. (2017). We423

measured a confidence interval for Ne using an approx-424

imate bootstrap method (DiCiccio and Efron 1996) over425

loci.426

.2. Analyses based on multilocus genotypes. We used the427

program RMES to estimate selfing rates from the distri-428

bution of multilocus heterozygosity (David et al. 2007).429

We tested for a difference in selfing rates between years430

using a likelihood ratio test between models where431

the selfing rate was constrained to be constant or not.432

For each sample (1987 and 2009), we examined the433

genetic structure by sorting out the number of multi-434

locus genotypes (thereafter called MLG) and measur-435

ing their frequency and redundancy through time us-436

ing GENETHAPLO (available on GitHub at https://437

github.com/laugay/GenetHaplo and described in438

Supplementary Material S1). GENETHAPLO takes439

into account the uncertainty of the assignment of a440

genotype to a MLG group due to missing data: in case441

of ambiguity, an individual is randomly assigned to one442

of the candidate MLG group with a probability propor-443

tional to the MLG group size. The approach also con-444

siders a genotyping error rate: if two individuals differ445

by less than the error rate, they are considered to belong446

to the same MLG. After an initial run with an error rate447

of zero, we checked the distribution of the distances be-448

tween MLGs. We found an excess of small distances,449

which could indicate errors in genotype assignation450

(Arnaud-Haond and Belkhir 2007). We corrected this451

by re-running the program with an error rate of 1/16452

(= one mis-read locus). GENETHAPLO also searches453

for residual heterozygosity (defined as the proportion454

of heterozygous loci in the multilocus genotype) and455

evidence for recombination (S1). To identify putative456

recombination events between MLGs, it uses the ge-457

netic distances: a MLG is a recombinant candidate if458

the sum of its allele differences with two other MLGs459

(“parental MLGs”) equals the number of allele differ-460

ences between these two parental MLGs.461

If a MLG has a high fitness in a given environment,462

plants carrying this MLG will produce on average a463

larger progeny and the frequency of the MLG will rise464

in the following generations. We therefore propose to465

use the absolute change in frequency of the fully ho-466

mozygous MLGs through time as an indicator of their467

“realised fitness”. As a preliminary step, we checked468

whether selection quantified in the greenhouse is469

likely to mirror selection in the field at present and470

22 years ago useding a linear model to verify whether471

the change in MLG frequencies covaries positively with472

and can be predicted by the seed production in the473

greenhouse. We then measured the selection gradi-474

ent for flowering time as the slope of the regression475

of the change in frequency of the MLGs between 1987476

and 2009 with flowering time. We compared this pat-477

tern with the predictions from the Robertson-Price se-478

lection gradient. The MLGs found in 2009 but absent in479

1987 may have been undetected in 1987 due to low fre-480

quency, or may be recent migrants. Their change in fre-481

quency between 1987 and 2009 is thus necessarily posi-482

tive and may not accurately reflect their realised fitness.483

We therefore reiterated these analyses using a dataset484

restricted to the MLGs present in 1987 only. For each of485

these models, we verified the normality of the resid-486

uals and estimated a confidence interval for the slope487

using profile likelihood confidence bounds.488

In addition, we tested whether the change in frequen-489

cies of the MLGs reflects a response to selection or can490

be expected by drift alone. This was tested by simu-491

lating the effect of 22 generations of drift, using an ex-492

tension to multiallelic data of the approach described493

in Frachon et al. (2017) and inspired by Goldringer494

and Bataillon (2004). Again, only the fully homozy-495

gous MLGs were kept for this analysis. We assumed496

complete selfing during the time interval so the whole497

genome behaves as a single super-locus. Details about498

the procedure used to simulate individual MLG fre-499

quency trajectories are provided in Supplementary Ma-500

terial S2. We simulated each generation of drift by501

drawing MLG counts from a multinomial distribution502

parameterized with the effective population size Ne es-503

timated from the temporal FST , and the MLG frequen-504

cies in the previous generation. After 22 simulated505

generations, we randomly sampled 75 individuals to506

estimate the frequencies of each MLG and measured507

the change in MLG frequencies across the 22 genera-508

tions. This was repeated for 104 replicates in order to509

draw the distribution of the change in MLG frequency510

expected by drift alone. To account for the poten-511

tially large estimation variance for the FST (as observed512

in the simulations performed in Supplementary Mate-513

rial S3), we examined the sensitivity of the analysis to514

the effective population size using a range of values515

(10 ≤ Ne ≤ 500). Finally, we examined the simulated516

selection gradient as the relationship between the simu-517

lated changes in MLG frequencies through time and the518

genetic value of flowering time previously measured519

for each MLG, using a linear model. This provided520

us with a null distribution of the slopes of the regres-521

sion between frequency change and flowering time, ex-522

pected under drift alone. We then tested for the signif-523

icance of the observed slope against the simulated dis-524

tribution, by countingcomputing the proportion of the525

simulated slopes that were greater than the observed526
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value.527

Regional analysis. Finally, we attempted to disentangle528

selection and drift by considering other populations lo-529

cated in the same geographical region as the focal pop-530

ulation and therefore likely submitted to the same selec-531

tive pressure due to climatic constraints (pattern test, as532

described in the Introduction). For this regional anal-533

ysis, we used 16 populations of M. truncatula across534

Corsica that were sampled twice, once in the 80’s and535

again in the early 2000s (listed in Table S1). Samples536

consisted of around 100 pods collected along transects537

running across the populations. Seeds collected were538

stored in a cold room. In 2010, one pod randomly se-539

lected from each sample (80’s and 2000’s) was threshed540

and one plant per population per year was replicated541

through selfing in standardized greenhouse conditions.542

This greenhouse generation allowed suppressing po-543

tential maternal effects (as in the experiment with the544

Cape Corsica population) and resulted in 32 families545

(16 populations × 2 years) of full-sibs produced by self-546

ing. In 2011, seeds from the 32 families were germi-547

nated following the same protocol as described earlier548

for the intra-population analysis, but with only one ver-549

nalization treatment at 5°C during seven days. Five550

plants for each family were then transferred to tables551

in the greenhouse according to a randomized block de-552

sign (five blocks). We monitored the temperature and553

humidity and the flowering time for each plant.554

Individual flowering times were converted in thermal
time, in the same way as it was done for the intra-
population analysis. Again, we used linear mixed mod-
els (lme4 package) to test for the effect of sampling year
on flowering time. The model included a single fixed
effect for the sampling year (1980s or 2000s). The block
effect was included as a random effect, along with its
interaction with sampling year. A random population
effect was also included and replaced the “family” ef-
fect of Eq. 1 seen as there was only one family per year
in this regional sample. The resulting model was writ-
ten as:

Yijk = µ + yeari + block j + yeari × block j

+ populationk + εijk (3)

Again, this maximal model was simplified using likeli-555

hood ratio tests.556

Results557

Changes in flowering time. Visual inspection of the558

Q-Q plots indicated that the residuals from all the559

linear models we used were normally distributed.560

We found that flowering time differed significantly561

between years: plants sampled in 2009 flowered on562

average over two days earlier than plants sampled in563

1987 (Table 1, Fig. 1). This effect remained significant564

when we analysed flowering time as a number of565

days rather than degree.days (results not shown).566

Longer vernalization also sped flowering up (treat-567

ment effect, Table 1). The block effect only explained a568

low proportion of variance (micro-environment) and569

the largest variance component was the family effect,570

for all combinations of years and treatments. The com-571

parison of a model where family was nested in years572

only or in years × treatments showed that the family573

× treatment interaction was significant (χ2 = 66.1; df574

= 7; p = 9.10−12). It means that the reaction norms575

for the different genotypes were not parallel (Fig. 1),576

because the genotypes responded differently when577

exposed for a shorter period to cold temperatures. To578

account for this genotype × environment interaction,579

the heritability for flowering time was estimated in580

each vernalization treatment separately (four compo-581

nents of variance, Table 1). It varied between 0.53 and582

0.77 (Table 2). The genetic variance for flowering time583

in the population remained the same in 1987 and 2009,584

as shown by a LRT between the full model (Eq. 1) and585

a model where family was not nested in year (χ2 =586

6.65; df = 7; p = 0.47). We found no significant year587

effect on the sensitivity to vernalization (χ2 = 1.7; df588

= 1; p = 0.185). There was no significant difference in589

the family effect between years (interaction family ×590

year not significant; LRT: χ2 = 1.2; df = 2; p = 0.552)591

but the family effect was highly significant (χ2 = 32.6;592

df = 1; p = 1.10−8, Table S2) and the heritability of593

the sensitivity to vernalization was 0.19 (+/- 0.04)594

(Table 2). Finally, the multivariate analysis highlighted595

a strong positive genetic correlation between flowering596

time (measured in the short vernalization treatment)597

and the sensitivity to vernalization (in 1987: 0.54 p =598

0.008; in 2009: 0.60 p < 0.0001), which means that early599

flowering plants are less sensitive to vernalization600

cues. Using the flowering time measured in the long601

vernalization treatment, we observed the same pattern602

of correlation.603

604

Table 1. Effect of sampling year and treatment on flowering time in the cape Cor-
sica population, taking into account the family effect (genetic effect). Effect values
on mean flowering time are given for fixed effects and variance components are
given for random effects (with standard errors in brackets). The family effect was
nested into year (1987 or 2009) and treatment (T1: short vernalization treatment;
T2: long vernalization treatment), leading to four variance components. For each
component, the degrees of freedom, likelihood ratio (χ2) and p-values are reported.
None of the interactions considered in the complete model [1] were significant: be-
tween year and treatment (LRT χ2 = 1.8; df = 1; p = 0.178); between block and year
(χ2= 0.0006; df = 1; p = 0.981).

Tested effect on
flowering time

Mean effect or variance
component (SE)

df χ2 p

year −28.76∗ 1 7.3 0.007
treatment -162.84 1 42.2 8.10−11

block 92.34 (9.61) 1 34.5 4.10−9

family | year ×
treatment

1987-T1: 2807.90 (872.97)

10 850.4 2.10−161987-T2: 1793.51 (500.25)
2009-T1: 5449.80 (1200.16)
2009-T2: 3557.01 (1408.88)

error 1500 (38.73) 1081
∗assuming an average daily temperature of 15°C over the time period considered, the difference of 28.76
degree.days corresponds to two days.
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Fig. 1. Average flowering time per family for the two sampling years and the
two vernalization treatments. Short vernalization is in grey and long vernalization
in black. The large dots and the horizontal lines stand for the average flowering date
for each vernalization treatment, for the years 1987 (dotted lines) or 2009 (dashed
lines). Black crossing lines indicate that the reaction norms differ between families,
as expected if genotype × environment interactions are significant.

Selection gradient for flowering date. The relative605

seed production showed significant genetic variance606

(family effect, Table S3, heritability of 0.34, Table 2),607

which enabled us to build multivariate models to608

examine selection gradients following Eq. 2. In 1987,609

we found a significant genetic covariance between610

flowering time and relative fitness: Θa(z,w) = -20.5;611

LRT comparing this model with a model where the612

genetic covariance was constrained to be zero: χ2 =613

60.2; df = 1; p = 8.10−15. The covariance remained614

significantly different from zero when we used the615

lines derived from the sampling in 2009: Θa(z,w) =616

-18.5; LRT: χ2 = 12.4; df = 1; p = 6.10−7. This covariance617

was A similar negative in both relationship was618

observed among lines derived from each of the two619

years, which means that the selection gradients predict620

an evolution towards early flowering (Fig. 2).621

622

Table 2. Heritabilities (H2) and coefficients of genetic variance (CVg) for flowering
time in each vernalization treatment (T1: short vernalization; T2: long vernaliza-
tion) and each sampling year, for sensitivity to vernalization and for relative seed
production.

H2 (SE) CVg
Trait 1987 2009 1987 2009

Flowering time T1: 0.64 (0.06) T1: 0.77 (0.04) 5.70 8.11
T2: 0.53 (0.07) T2: 0.69 (0.07) 5.49 8.03

Sensitivity to
vernalization 0.19 (0.04) 18.14

Relative seed
production 0.34 (0.03) 30.00

Fig. 2. Selection gradients for flowering time. Established as the relationship
between the genetic value for flowering time (family average, in degree.days) and
the genetic value for relative fitness (family average of the relative number of seeds),
for each sampling year and vernalization treatment. Lines stand for the linear re-
gression.

Changes in the genetic composition of the population.623

The analysis of microsatellite data highlighted high lev-624

els of genetic diversity for both sampling years, with625

an increase between 1987 and 2009 only significant for626

He (Table S4). This suggests that the increased diversity627

between 1987 and 2009 reveals more balanced allele fre-628

quencies rather than an increase in the average number629

of alleles. The temporal differentiation measured us-630

ing the 16 loci was high (FST = 0.226; 95% confidence631

interval: 0.182 – 0.269), which translates into a partic-632

ularly small effective size (Ne = 19 diploid individu-633

als; 95% confidence interval: 15-25). According to [Eq.634

16] in Nordborg and Donnelly (1997), we predict that635

He = 1− 1
1+4Neµ , where Ne is the effective size as es-636

timated above. Using mutation rates for dinucleotide637

microsatellite loci measured in Arabidopsis thaliana638

(5.10−5 to 2.10−3) (Marriage et al. 2009), and assum-639

ing an isolated population at equilibrium, we expect640

that He should lie between 0.004 and 0.134, which is641

nearly three times lower than the He estimated here642

(Table S4). The observed heterozygosity was particu-643

larly low, resulting in large FIS estimates, as expected644

for a predominantly selfing species. The estimated self-645

ing rate was about 94% in 1987 and rose to 98% in 2009646

(statistically significant increase, Table S5). This high647

selfing rate results in extensive linkage disequilibrium648

between loci (nearly all pairs of loci are in linkage dise-649

quilibrium, Table S4), which makes the analysis of mul-650

tilocus genotypes particularly relevant.651
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The analysis of MLG identified 60 different MLGs in652

this sample of 145 individuals. Out of the 60 MLGs,653

48 were fully homozygous at the 16 loci and 12 MLGs654

displayed some level of heterozygosity (Fig. S1). We655

found no evidence for a link in terms of recombina-656

tion or segregation between the heterozygous MLGs657

and any of the fully homozygous MLGs. These het-658

erozygous MLGs were therefore excluded from the fol-659

lowing analyses, leaving us with 48 MLGs (58 indi-660

viduals in 1987 and 75 in 2009). The two predom-661

inant MLGs represented more than 50% of the pop-662

ulation in 1987 and nearly 20% in 2009. These, as663

well as twothree other MLGs, were persistent through664

time. The absolute changes in homozygous MLGs fre-665

quencies through time tended to covary positively with666

the total number of seeds produced by a plant in the667

greenhouse (Fig. 3A, regression only significant with668

the sample restricted to the MLGs present in 1987),669

which provides support to use it as a proxy to esti-670

mate the realised fitness. We therefore used the change671

in frequency of the 48 MLG (58 individuals in 1987672

and 75 in 2009) to build selection gradients for flow-673

ering time. Again, we found a gradient with a neg-674

ative slope (Fig. 3B), suggesting that the late flower-675

ing MLGs have a reduced realised fitness compared to676

earlier ones. This confirms the reduced fitness of late677

flowering genotypes observed in our greenhouse ex-678

periment (Fig. 2). Yet, the effect of flowering date on the679

realised fitness was small and only significant when the680

dataset was restricted to the MLGs present in 1987 (n =681

12; Fig. 3B). In addition, the negative slope was mostly682

supported by the decreasing frequency of the two late683

flowering MLGs that were prevalent in 1987.684

The simulation of 22 years of drift with an effective pop-685

ulation size of 19 showed that the slope of the observed686

selection gradient did not deviate significantly from the687

distribution expected by drift alone (p = 0.182). Yet,688

again, when we restricted the dataset to the MLGs that689

were present in 1987, the observed selection gradient690

deviated significantly from the distribution expected by691

drift alone (p = 0.047), which suggests that the drift-692

alone hypothesis could be rejected.693

Because selfing reduces the effective recombination, it694

reduces the number of independent loci. Measuring695

FST from linked loci therefore amounts to measuring696

it from a lower number of markers, and it is known697

that FST estimates based on a few loci suffer from a698

large sampling variance (Weir and Hill 2002). Alter-699

natively, we could have concatenated the genotypes700

at the different loci to compute a diploid version of701

the haplotype-based FST (Mehta et al. 2019). Using702

the changes of frequencies for 48 homozygous MLGs,703

we estimated a temporal FST of 0.075, which corre-704

sponds to an estimated effective size of 136. However,705

our simulations (Supplementary Material S3) show706

that these haplotype-based FST estimates are strongly707

downwards biased, due to the dependency of FST with708

Fig. 3. Analyses of the “realised fitness”, estimated as the absolute change
in frequency of the MLGs through time. MLGs with residual heterozygosity were
removed from this analysis. (A) Relationship with the average number of seeds pro-
duced by plants of a given MLG in the greenhouse. (B) Selection gradient for flow-
ering time. Each point stands for the average flowering date for a given MLG. The
black regression lines are estimated using all points (n = 48; A: slope = 5.10−50.029
points of frequency per seed p = 0.0940.395; B: slope = -0.0002 95% confidence
interval: -0.0006;0.0001 p = 0.179). This includes MLGs that were not observed in
1987 (black dots), for which the change in frequency is necessarily always positive.
The dotted lines are the regression lines for the analysis restricted to the MLGs
present in 1987 (white dots only; n = 12; A: slope = 0.00020.167 p = 0.0240.035;
B: slope = -0.0009 95% confidence interval: -0.0017;-0.0002 p = 0.038).

Fig. 4. Test of selection for increasing values of Ne . P-value, defined as the pro-
portion of simulated datasets where the slope of the selection gradient is steeper
than the observed slope, for the simulations of drift-alone (A) considering all the
homozygous MLGs (n = 48) or (B) considering only the MLGs that were already
present in 1987 (n = 12). The dotted line indicates the 0.05 threshold value for sig-
nificance. The vertical dashed line is the effective size estimated using the temporal
FST and considering the 16 microsatellite loci as independent (Ne = 19; p = 0.182
with n = 48 (A); p = 0.047 with n = 12 (B)).

allelic diversity (Alcala and Rosenberg 2017; Edge and709

Rosenberg 2014; Jakobsson et al. 2013) and could there-710

fore overestimate the effective population size. Instead711

of using this unreliable estimate of 136, we assessed712

the sensitivity of our neutrality test for MLG frequency713

changes to the effective population size estimates, us-714

ing a range of values (10 ≤ Ne ≤ 500). We found715

that the observed selection gradient can no longer be716

explained by drift alone if the effective population size717

exceeds 150 (or even 10 if we consider only the MLGs718

present in 1987, Fig. 4).719

Changes in flowering time at the regional level. At720

the regional level (Eq. 3), we found no effect of the721

interaction between block and sampling year (LRT χ2
722
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= 0; df = 1; p = 1). All other effects were significant723

(Table 3): the random block effect only explained 5%724

of the total variance whereas the population effect725

accounted for 34% of variance. The significant year726

effect showed that the material we collected in 2005727

or 2009 in Corsica flowered about five days earlier (78728

degree.days, Table 3) compared to the one we collected729

between 1987 and 1990.730

731
Table 3. Effect of sampling year on flowering time at the regional scale, taking into
account the population effect. The effect on the mean flowering time is given for the
fixed year effect and variance components are given for random effects (with stan-
dard errors in brackets). For each component, the deviance, degrees of freedom,
likelihood ratio (χ2 and p-values are reported.

Tested effect on
flowering time

Mean effect or variance
component (SE)

df χ2 p

year −78.00∗ 1 9.3 0.002
block 2379 (1029) 1 5.7 0.017
population 14874 (4423) 1 40.1 2.10−10

error 26971 (8260) 167
Total variance 44224

∗assuming an average daily temperature of 15°C over the time period considered, the difference of 78.00
degree.days corresponds to five days.

Discussion732

Pairing up a resurrection study with population ge-733

netic analyses proved highly insightful to understand734

how flowering time changed through time in M. trun-735

catula and to get insights into the mechanisms involved.736

Growing plants collected in the Cape Corsica popula-737

tion 22 generations apart in a common garden experi-738

ment provided evidence for a diminution of flowering739

times by about two days (i.e. a reduction between 2 and740

4% in flowering time). This study also highlighted the741

peculiar genetic structure of this highly selfing popu-742

lation, where some multilocus genotypes are persistent743

through time. This enabled us to measure the fitness of744

a genotype as its frequency change through time and to745

establish a multilocus selection gradient. We used this746

multilocus fitness measure as well as a fitness measure747

based on individual seed production in the greenhouse748

to estimate the selection gradient for flowering time.749

Both gradients predict evolution towards earlier flow-750

ering but only the selection gradient using seed pro-751

duction as a proxy for fitness was significant. Simulat-752

ing evolution across 22 generations showed that the ob-753

served change in flowering time can be caused by drift754

alone, provided the effective size of the population is755

lower than 150. These analyses suffer from the diffi-756

culty to estimate the effective size in a highly selfing757

population, where effective recombination is severely758

reduced.759

Can we use effective population size estimates to760

test whether the genetic change is caused by selec-761

tion or drift in a predominantly selfing population?.762

As pointed out in the Introduction, simulating drift is763

one of the methods to test whether selection has oc-764

curred, but it requires knowledge about the effective765

population size. Using changes in allele frequencies be-766

tween 1987 and 2009 in a natural population, we es-767

timated a temporal FST of 22.6%, which corresponds768

to an effective size of 19 (95% confidence interval: 15-769

25). This estimate is several orders of magnitude lower770

than the census population size (> 2,000 individuals)771

and lower than expected given the observed levels772

of diversity (Nordborg and Donnelly 1997). Similarly773

low effective population sizes have been estimated pre-774

viously in other M. truncatula populations, based on775

the temporal variance in allele frequencies (Siol et al.776

2007), and attributed to the high selfing rate of this777

species. Yet, the observed levels of polymorphism are778

often incompatible with such drastically low effective779

sizes (see Fig. 3c in Hereford 2009; Jullien et al. 2019).780

Ne estimates are likely biased and/or imprecise, be-781

cause some of the assumptions underlying the tempo-782

ral method are violated, e.g.: isolation of the popu-783

lations under scrutiny, absence of selection, indepen-784

dence of marker loci (Jullien et al. 2019). For exam-785

ple, the quick change in allele frequency caused by a786

migration event will be misinterpreted as strong drift787

because temporal methods estimate Ne using the pace788

at which allele frequency changes and therefore un-789

derestimate it (Wang and Whitlock 2003). In addition,790

strong selfing affects the precision of temporal FST es-791

timates because the number of independent loci is re-792

duced (Supplementary Material S3). In our focal pop-793

ulation, the whole genome behaves practically as a sin-794

gle locus, which limits the precision of our effective size795

estimates. Unfortunately, we show in Supplementary796

Material S3 that inferring effective size from the varia-797

tion of MLG frequencies (i.e., considering a single, mul-798

tiallelic super-locus) is unlikely to improve the quality799

of our estimates.800

Finally, if selection occurs in a non-random mating pop-801

ulation, it will exacerbate the Hill-Robertson effect and802

further reduce the effective size (Comeron et al. 2007).803

Indeed, selection will create heritable variance in fitness804

among individuals, thereby locally reducing Ne (Barton805

1995; Charlesworth and Willis 2009; Robertson 1961).806

In predominantly selfing species, due to drastically re-807

duced effective recombination (Nordborg 2000), selec-808

tion will extend the reduction in diversity caused by the809

selective sweep to a larger proportion of the genome810

compared to a random mating population (Caballero811

and Santiago 1995; Kamran-Disfani and Agrawal 2014).812

With selection, the effective size estimated using the813

temporal variance in allele frequencies can therefore814

not be considered as a “neutral” effective size but rather815

reflects the combined effects of inbreeding and selection816

(Le Rouzic et al. 2015). Overall, due to the reduced effec-817

tive recombination and potential migration, predom-818

inantly selfing populations can strongly deviate from819

the assumptions of the temporal method to estimate ef-820

fective size and such estimates should be treated with821

caution (See Fig. 3 in Jullien et al. 2019).822
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If highly selfing organisms strongly deviate from the823

general assumptions of population genetics models, a824

major benefit, however, is that the temporal survey of825

MLGs provides a highly integrative measure of fitness,826

which is analogous to measures of genotype-specific827

growth rates in asexual organisms. Our results show828

that changes in frequencies of MLGs through time are829

positively correlated to the fitness measured as the seed830

production in the greenhouse (Fig. 3A). This relation-831

ship is not significant if we consider all the MLGs found832

in 2009, but this is not surprising considering the po-833

tentially strong environmental variance in the field and834

the approximation due to the possibility that a MLG835

that was absent in 1987 appeared within the 22 years836

time period. A larger sample size in 1987 or addi-837

tional temporal samples could help improve this anal-838

ysis. Despite these imprecision, such integrative esti-839

mates of fitness are highly valuable because of the dif-840

ficulty to obtain lifetime measures of fitness in the field841

(Shaw et al. 2008), which are generally hindered by per-842

vasive trade-offs between life history traits such as re-843

production and survival (Anderson et al. 2014; Ågren844

et al. 2013).845

What selective pressure could have led to this genetic846

change in flowering time? Insights from ecophysi-847

ology. The evidence that the change in phenology ob-848

served in this population across 22 generations is the849

result of selection as opposed to drift remains equiv-850

ocal. A further step towards evaluating whether se-851

lection is responsible for the genetic change observed852

is to characterize the potential selective pressure in-853

volved. Phenological changes associated to climate854

change have been reported in a large number of plants855

(Amano et al. 2010; Cleland et al. 2007; Parmesan and856

Yohe 2003; Root et al. 2003). In this context, ecophys-857

iological models of phenology are insightful to under-858

stand how climate change can affect traits such as flow-859

ering time (Chuine 2000; Oddou-Muratorio and Davi860

2014). The phenological response to climate change861

is complex, because the promoting effect of increased862

temperatures opposes the influence of reduced vernal-863

ization (Wilczek et al. 2010). Ecophysiological models864

generally predict a plastic shift towards earlier flow-865

ering times, as long as vernalization is sufficient dur-866

ing winter (Morin et al. 2009). In agreement with867

these predictions, a meta-analysis exploring the phe-868

nological response to climate change in plant popula-869

tions showed that phenotypic changes are mostly plas-870

tic, while evidence for genetic adaptation remains rel-871

atively scarce (Merilä and Hendry 2014, and other ref-872

erences of Evolutionary Applications special issue, Jan-873

uary 2014). However, a large part of the intraspecific874

variation observed in phenology is genetic (Hendry875

and Day 2005) and the architecture of the network un-876

derlying flowering time variation is well described in877

some species such as Arabidopsis thaliana (Sasaki et al.878

2018; Wilczek et al. 2010). How climate change will af-879

fect the genetic values of phenological traits remains880

uncertain. In a first hypothesis, we may assume that881

the phenotypic optimum for flowering time is not af-882

fected by climate change. We therefore expect a ge-883

netic change occurring in the opposite direction than884

that of the plastic response (Fig. 5A). This hypothesis re-885

sembles counter-gradient variation, which occurs when886

the genetic influence on a trait along a gradient op-887

poses the environmental influence, resulting in reduced888

phenotypic variation across the gradient (Levins 1969).889

Counter-gradients are widespread along geographical890

gradients, as shown by the meta-analysis by Conover891

et al. (2009), who found evidence for counter-gradient in892

60 species and for co-gradients in 11 species. Therefore,893

assuming that the same mechanism observed across894

spatial gradients could occur in temporal gradients, we895

would expect the genetic response of flowering time to896

counter-balance the plastic response to climate change.897

This could be achieved for example with a genetic898

change increasing the base temperature Tb (tempera-899

ture below which the development is supposed to be900

nil).901

Yet, our temporal survey rejects the counter-gradient902

hypothesis, both at the population and at the regional903

scale. Instead, we found evidence for a genetic change904

towards earlier flowering, in the same direction as the905

plastic response to the environmental change (here a906

rise in temperatures). Such a co-gradient is expected907

if climate change has shifted the phenotypic optimum908

towards earlier flowering dates (Fig. 5B). Several hy-909

potheses could explain such a shift and the resulting co-910

gradient. First, in a plant with undetermined flowering911

such as M. truncatula, reduced frost risk early in the sea-912

son should favour earlier flowering, because plants that913

manage to flower early in the season will carry on pro-914

ducing flowers until summer drought becomes limit-915

ing (end of May-June). We can therefore expect that the916

earliest a plant flowers, the highest its fitness. Second,917

climate change in the Mediterranean region also tends918

to reduce precipitations in spring and early summer919

(Goubanova and Li 2007; Schröter et al. 2005), thereby920

shortening the reproductive period. Severe early sum-921

mer drought could therefore create a strong selective922

pressure towards earlier flowering. Such a genetic923

shift in flowering time in response to extended drought924

have been reported before in the literature (Franks et al.925

2007). In terms of ecophysiology, it can be caused by926

lower requirements of degree.days, or a reduction of927

the base temperature Tb.928

Finally, although it is generally assumed that flower-929

ing date should be under stabilising selection in order930

to avoid frost or drought when flowering occurs re-931

spectively too early or too late, a recent meta-analysis932

found widespread evidence for frequent directional se-933

lection towards early flowering (Munguía-Rosas et al.934

2011). This could be due to several advantages, among935
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Fig. 5. Hypotheses for the expected selective pressure on flowering time un-
der climate change. (A) Selective response expected under the hypothesis that
the phenotypic optimum for flowering date remains the same. The selective re-
sponse is expected in the opposite direction compared to the plastic response to
increased temperatures. This corresponds to the counter-gradient hypothesis. (B)
Selective response expected under the hypothesis that the phenotypic optimum for
flowering date is displaced with climate change and that it becomes advantageous
to flower earlier. The selective response is expected in the same direction as the
plastic response to increased temperatures. This corresponds to the co-gradient
hypothesis. (C) Selective response expected under the hypothesis that flowering
time is under directional selection.

which an increased time for seed maturation in early936

reproducing plants and a longer period of growth for937

the progeny issued from seeds that germinate immedi-938

ately (as reviewed by Elzinga et al. 2007; Kudo 2006).939

Under this scenario of directional selection, we also ex-940

pect a pattern of co-gradient, as observed in the data941

(Fig. 5C).942

Besides the evidence for a genetic change in flower-943

ing date in M. truncatula in Corsica, we found no ev-944

idence for a change in the sensitivity to vernalization,945

despite genetic variance for this trait in the population946

(H2 = 0.19). In the literature, most studies have found947

at least some genetic variation for plasticity, but cor-948

responding heritabilities were generally low (Scheiner949

1993). Our results also suggest that the sensitivity to950

vernalization is not independent from flowering date,951

because the intercept and the slope of the reaction norm952

to the vernalization treatment are genetically correlated953

(Gavrilets and Scheiner 1993). Therefore, a lower num-954

ber of chilling units received during winter (short ver-955

nalization treatment) results in higher heritability of956

flowering date. This correlation could favour the se-957

lective response of flowering date to climate warming958

because warmer winters will inflate the genetic vari-959

ance of flowering date. Alternatively, if early flower-960

ing genotypes are selected for, or arrive in the popula-961

tion by migration, the evolution of the sensitivity to ver-962

nalization might be constrained by the positive genetic963

correlation with flowering time: early flowering genes964

tend to be associated with genes reducing the sensitiv-965

ity to vernalization cues.966

Conclusions. Because it is difficult to rule out the effect967

of drift on the observed genetic change in phenology,968

our results do not entirely answer the question of the969

adaptive potential in selfing populations raised in the970

Introduction. Yet, several lines of evidence support the971

role of selection. First, the observed genetic change is972

in the direction expected for a response to raising tem-973

peratures and reduced rainfalls in the Mediterranean974

region. Second, the selection gradient measured in975

the greenhouse suggests that early flowering genotypes976

produce more seeds. The changes in MLG composition977

through time provide more equivocal results, but are978

also compatible with the hypothesis that MLGs with979

early flowering times had a better reproductive suc-980

cess than later flowering genotypes and replaced them,981

resulting in the observed genetic change in flowering982

time. Our simulations of the effect of drift are impacted983

by uncertainty in effective population size estimations,984

but the highest effective population size compatible985

with the observed change caused by drift alone remains986

relatively low (Ne ≈ 150, Fig. 4A). Finally, the shift987

in flowering date observed in the Cape Corsica pop-988

ulation was also detected at the regional scale, which989

suggests that the set of populations studied could be990

geographic replicates for this response to selection of991

flowering times in M. truncatula in Corsica. Ultimately,992

only a longer survey of this population combined with993

a pattern test (Sheets and Mitchell 2001) could provide994

a definitive answer to the question of adaptation to995

climate change through a genetic change in flowering996

time in this predominantly selfing population. Finally,997

it is worth pointing out that, in contrast with the the-998

oretical predictions presented in the Introduction, this999

population displays significant genetic variance for a1000

quantitative trait such as flowering time. As suggested1001

before for M. truncatula (Jullien et al. 2019), it is likely1002

that other evolutionary mechanisms, such as migration,1003

contribute to maintain the adaptive potential of popu-1004

lations in this predominantly selfing species.1005
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Supplementary1345

Information1346

S1: GENETHAPLO: a java program to analyse1347

the genome-wide multilocus genetic struc-1348

ture of predominantly selfing or clonal pop-1349

ulations1350

Multilocus genotypes provide valuable information1351

about mating systems (Jullien et al. 2019). Four soft-1352

ware packages were previously developed to identify1353

individuals originating from clonal reproduction us-1354

ing their multilocus genotype: MLGSIM (Stenberg et1355

al. 2003); GENOTYPE and GENODIVE (Meirmans and1356

Van Tienderen 2004), GENECLONE (Arnaud-Haond1357

and Belkhir 2007) and poppr (Kamvar et al. 2014). Yet,1358

none of these programs is specifically designed to iden-1359

tify individuals reproducing by selfing, in particular to1360

detect repeated multilocus genotypes within a popula-1361

tion and through time (or space) and recognize poten-1362

tial recombinants, formed by rare outcrossing events.1363

GENETHAPLO is a program written in Java with four1364

modules:1365

1. A module to convert the format of a dataset1366

2. A module to filter the dataset1367

3. A module to analyse the genetic diversity1368

4. A module to analyse the multilocus genetic structure1369

Formatting the data file. The first line of the data file1370

is a header line describing the content of each column,1371

i.e. the name of the population, of the sub-population,1372

of the individual and of each locus. Each following1373

line provides the genotype of an individual at the1374

specified loci. The individuals should be sorted so that1375

populations and sub-populations are grouped together1376

in consecutive lines.1377

Example:1378
1379

temp,pop,Individu,ENPB1,MTIC59L,MTIC37C,MTIC126,FMTBN,MTIC243,MTIC40,MTIC861380
pop,1987,F20089-1987-001,278278,110110,086086,099099,198198,118118,128128,1571571381
pop,1987,F20089-1987-003,278278,110110,086086,099099,198198,118118,128128,1571571382
pop,1987,F20089-1987-004,278278,110110,086086,099099,198198,118118,128128,1491491383
...1384
pop,2009,F20089-2009-006,274280,097110,086086,099099,166166,118118,134134,1261261385
pop,2009,F20089-2009-007,278278,110110,086086,099099,198198,118118,128128,1491491386
pop,2009,F20089-2009-008,274280,097097,095095,099099,188188,118118,128128,1551551387

Module 1: format conversion. This module takes a1388

dataset in the read2snp (Uricaru et al. 2014) format and1389

converts it to a format suitable for GENETHAPLO, as1390

detailed above.1391

Module 2: data filter. This module allows to filter out1392

the loci, and individuals, having a percentage of miss-1393

ing data exceeding a specific threshold (given by the1394

user). The two output files are i) a reduced dataset and1395

ii) the list of the loci and individuals that have been re-1396

moved. The percentage of missing data before and after1397

filtering is also provided.1398

Module 3: genetic diversity. This module computes the1399

key descriptors of genetic diversity classically used in1400

population genetics studies. A first table summarizes1401

the average number of individuals, alleles, the expected1402

and observed heterozygosity and the FIS. The self-1403

ing rate is also calculated from the FIS for each sub-1404

population. The module also provides these descrip-1405

tors of diversity per locus and a table of allele frequen-1406

cies for each sub-population.1407

Module 4: multilocus genetic structure. This module1408

comprises three steps:1409

1. Grouping individuals according to their multilo-1410

cus genotypes (thereafter called MLG): This module is1411

based on a graph algorithm, where each node is an in-1412

dividual and nodes are connected when the individuals1413

share the same MLG. An error rate can be specified by1414

the user to allow grouping MLGs that differ at less than1415

a given proportion of loci. This avoids over-splitting1416

the MLGs due to genotyping errors or recent mutations.1417

The module also takes into account missing data that1418

can generate uncertainties. In case of missing data, it is1419

possible for an individual to have a genotype compati-1420

ble with several MLG. In such a case, the individual is1421

randomly assigned to one of the possible MLG groups1422

based on a random draw where each MLG group has1423

a probability of being chosen that is proportional to its1424

size. The output files provide i) the list of all individ-1425

uals with the MLG to which they are assigned ii) the1426

list of all identified MLGs with their frequency in each1427

sub-population, their residual heterozygosity, defined1428

as the proportion of heterozygous loci out of the total1429

number of loci without missing values, and the num-1430

ber of missing values in each MLG.1431

2. Estimating genetic distance between MLGs: The ge-1432

netic distance between two MLGs is estimated as the1433

number of alleles that differ between the two synthetic1434

MLGs divided by the total number of alleles without1435

missing data in these two MLGs. This module gener-1436

ates a distance matrix as well as a histogram depicting1437

the pairwise distance distribution.1438

3. Identifying recombinant MLGs: This module uses1439

the genetic distances to rapidly identify putative re-1440

combination events between MLGs. A MLG is a candi-1441

date recombinant between two other MLGs (thereafter1442

called “parental MLGs”) if the sum of the allele differ-1443

ences between it and its two putative parents equals the1444

number of allele differences between these two parental1445

MLGs. Only the MLGs that are represented by at least1446

two individuals can be considered as potential parents.1447

The output file provides a list of potential families, with1448

the details of pairwise genetic distances.1449
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Running the program. This java program can be1450

launched from a command prompt, in the folder where1451

the modules are stored, using the command java1452

-jar module.jar, where module.jar should be1453

replaced by the corresponding module name.1454

1455

1456

∗ the type of analysis for the module 4 can be:
- only MLG groups (no argument)
- MLG groups and distances (d as an argument, as shown in the example)
- MLG groups + distance + potential recombinants (r as an argument, as shown in the example)

If no argument (infile or option) is added in the com-1457

mand, a short description of the script is displayed.1458

For example:

1459

Example of output of the console:

1460

Example of output figures:

1461

GENETHAPLO is a program freely available at1462

https://github.com/laugay/GenetHaplo.1463

Source codes are available from authors upon request.1464
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Supplementary tables1485

Table S1. List of the 16 populations sampled in Corsica (France) with geographic
coordinates and sampling years

Population Latitude Longitude Altitude Sampling
years

FRA20025 42.756332397 9.4508333206 60 1985-2005
FRA20031 42.182167053 9.3766670227 130 1985-2005
FRA20035 42.361167908 9.4963331223 280 1985-2009
FRA20039 42.021499634 8.7348337173 410 1985-2005
FRA20043* 42.462001801 8.6848335266 40 1987-2009
FRA20044 42.551166534 8.7391662598 250 1985-2005
FRA20046 42.592441559 8.9075956345 240 1985-2005
FRA20049 42.444000244 9.4596662521 120 1985-2005
FRA20050 42.165782928 9.546872139 10 1985-2009
FRA20051 42.199165344 9.4646663666 100 1987-2005
FRA20056 41.41350174 9.1668329239 60 1985-2009
FRA20058 41.405334473 9.1265001297 195 1985-2009
FRA20069 42.591667175 8.9081668854 410 1987-2005
FRA20087 42.901668549 9.470000267 15 1987-2005
FRA20088 42.958332062 9.3950004578 160 1987-2005
FRA20089† 42.970500946 9.3668336868 380 1987-2009

Table S2. Effect of sampling year on sensitivity to vernalization, taking into account
the family effect (genetic effect). For each effect, the variance component (with
standard errors in brackets), the deviance, degrees of freedom, likelihood ratio (χ2)
and p-values are reported.

Tested effect on sensitiv-
ity to vernalization

Variance
component (SE)

df χ2 p

block 0.01 (0.003) 1 21.0 5.10−6

family 0.03 (0.008) 1 32.6 1.10−8

error 0.13 (0.012) 542
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Table S3. Analysis of the family effect (genetic effect) on relative seed production
(seed production standardized by year and treatment), taking into account the block
effect. For each random effect, variance components (with standard deviations in
brackets), degrees of freedom, likelihood ratio (χ2) and p-values are reported.

Tested effect on
relative seed
production

Variance
component (SD)

df χ2 p

block 0.024 (0.15) 1 116 < 2.10−16

family 0.090 (0.30) 1 291 < 2.10−16

error 0.153 (0.39) 1094

Table S4. Genetic diversity at the 16 microsatellite loci for the Cape Corsica popu-
lation in 1987 and 2009. n stands for the sample size, Na and Narar are the average
number of alleles per locus and the allelic richness (after correction using a rarefac-
tion method), He is the expected heterozygosity, FIS is the heterozygote deficiency
(both with 95% confidence interval in brackets, estimated by bootstrapping the in-
dividuals) and LD is the percentage of loci under significant linkage disequilibrium
(for a type I error fixed at 5% when rejecting the equilibrium hypothesis). Multilocus
diversity is described by nMLG , the number of multilocus MLGs and nh

MLG , the num-
ber of fully homozygous MLGs. Wilcoxon signed rank tests were performed across
loci for Na−rar , He and FIS to test for a significant difference between the two years
and the p-values are given.

Sampling
year

n Na Narar He
(CI95)

FIS
(CI95)

LD nMLG nh
MLG

1987 64 3.6 3.4 0.351
(0.252-
0.424)

0.942
(0.913-
0.966)

89% 18 12

2009 81 3.9 3.7 0.623
(0.599-
0.627)

0.967
(0.957-
0.976)

96% 47 41

Total 145 60 48
p-value 0.211 6.10-5 0.090

Supplementary Figures1486

Fig. S1. Distribution of residual heterozygosity across MLGs for the two sampling
years pooled. Residual heterozygosity is defined here as the proportion of het-
erozygous loci in the multilocus genotype (over 16 loci) of each individual.

Table S5. Estimates of the selfing rate in the Cape Corsica population for each
sampling year obtained using the program RMES by maximizing the log-likelihood
of the whole multilocus heterozygosity structure of the sample. The 95% confidence
intervals and the log-likelihood are given for the two unconstrained models and the
constrained model, along with the p-value of the likelihood ratio test comparing
constrained and unconstrained models.

Sampling year Selfing rate [CI95] Log-likelihood
(Unconstrained) 1987 0.944 [0.902-0.966] -90.896
(Unconstrained) 2009 0.980 [0.974-0.986] -84.592
Constrained 0.970 [0.960-0.978] -177.952
p-value LRT 0.026

Fig. S2. Distribution of MLGs in the population and through time. The four most
frequent MLGs are shared between years. MLGs with residual heterozygocity are
shown in light grey (for the year 1987) and light green (for the year 2009).

S2: Details about the multiallelic method to1487

simulate the effect of successive generations1488

of drift1489

We simulated the effect of 22 generations of drift, us-1490

ing an extension to multiallelic data of the approach1491

described in Frachon et al. (2017) and inspired by1492

Goldringer and Bataillon (2004). In order to account1493

for the sampling variance in initial MLG frequencies,1494

we simulated individual MLG frequency trajectories as1495

follows: suppose that we observe a vector y of MLG1496

counts, out of n total counts, in the 1987 sample. We1497

assume that these observed counts are drawn from a1498

multinomial distribution Mult(n,x) where x is the vec-1499

tor of (unknown) MLG frequencies in the 1987 popu-1500

lation. Assuming a Dirichlet Dir(1) prior distribution1501

for x, and using the Bayes inversion formula, the pos-1502

terior distribution of x is distributed as Dir(y + 1). For1503

each simulation, we therefore randomly draw the ini-1504

tial MLG frequencies in the 1987 sample π1987, from1505

a Dir(y + 1) distribution. We then draw “pseudo-1506

observed” MLG counts using a random draw from1507

Mult(n,π1987).1508
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1519

S3: Comparison of the FST estimation vari-1520

ance when considering the loci as indepen-1521

dent or using the multilocus genotypes as al-1522

leles of a single locus1523

Due to reduced effective recombination, the entire1524

genome of a predominantly selfing population can be-1525

have as a giant supergene. This violates the hypoth-1526
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esis of independence between loci that is commonly1527

assumed in population genetics, in particular for FST1528

estimation. One solution to this violation could be to1529

take the linkage disequilibrium into account by con-1530

catenating all loci and considering the distinct multi-1531

locus genotype (thereafter MLG) as different alleles of1532

a single (mega) locus. Here we use simulations to com-1533

pare estimates of genetic differentiation measured us-1534

ing all loci considered independent or using MLGs as1535

alleles of a single locus, and compare bias and estima-1536

tion variance (MSE).1537

Methods. We used the individual-based simulations of1538

diploid hermaphroditic populations performed using1539

SLiM 2.5 (Haller and Messer 2017) by Jullien et al.1540

(2019). Briefly, we simulated the evolution of 20 inde-1541

pendent loci (with a recombination rate of 0.5) in an iso-1542

lated population with a given selfing rate and effective1543

population size. Each simulation comprised two peri-1544

ods. A first period of 25 N generations (with N the de-1545

mographic population size, measured as the number of1546

diploid individuals) allowed the populations to reach1547

the mutation-drift equilibrium. At this stage (time t01548

= 0), 100 diploid individuals were randomly sampled.1549

Twenty generations later (t20), a second sample of 1001550

individuals was drawn. This matches the sampling de-1551

sign performed on the focal population in Cape Cor-1552

sica. Further details can be found in Jullien et al. (2019).1553

We simulated 1,000 replicates for populations with a1554

selfing rate ranging between 0.8 and 1 and a population1555

size N of 250 individuals. For each simulated dataset,1556

we assessed the relative temporal differentiation be-1557

tween the two samples using Weir and Cockerham’s1558

(1984) estimator of FST , as implemented in the R pack-1559

age hierfstat (Goudet 2005). We then grouped individ-1560

uals with identical combinations of alleles (multilocus1561

genotypes, MLG) using the program GENETHAPLO1562

(Supplementary Material S1 above and as detailed in1563

the main text, except for the error rate, which was set1564

to zero). MLGs with residual heterozygosity were re-1565

moved for the multilocus assessment of temporal dif-1566

ferentiation. We considered each MLG as an allele of a1567

single locus and computed the allele frequency for each1568

temporal sample (t0, t20). We used the function hap-1569

loDiv of the R package diversity (Keenan et al. 2013)1570

to estimate the FST on this haploid locus using Weir1571

and Cockerham’s method (1984). We also reiterated this1572

analysis without removing the MLGs with residual het-1573

erozygosity to assess the effect of this step on the bias1574

and variance of FST estimation.1575

For each simulated selfing rate, we calculated the ex-1576

pected FST using the relationship established in Fra-1577

chon et al. (2017): FST = τ/(4Ne + τ), where Ne is the1578

number of haploid individuals (or gene copy number)1579

and τ the number of generations between the two tem-1580

poral samples. Selfing reduces the number of indepen-1581

dent gametes sampled for reproduction, so that the ef-1582

fective size is reduced to Ne ∼ N(2− σ)/2 (Wright 1969,1583

Pollak 1987) with σ the selfing rate and N the popula-1584

tion size. As a result, FST = τ
4N 2−σ

2 +τ
.1585

We measured the bias as the difference between this1586

reference FST and the FST we estimated assuming in-1587

dependent loci or the FST we estimated using MLGs1588

as alleles of a single locus. We measured the mean1589

square error as the sum of the bias and the variance:1590

MSE = ∑1000
i=1 ( ̂FST indep or MLG(i)− FST expected(i))2.1591

Results and discussion. When using MLGs as alleles1592

of a single locus, the estimated FST suffers from an1593

increased negative bias compared to the method as-1594

suming that all loci are independent (Fig. S3). The bias1595

decreases with increasing selfing rate but is always neg-1596

ative for the selfing rates we considered (>0.8), which1597

will tend to overestimate the effective population size1598

(Fig. S4). This bias is likely due to the dependence1599

of FST on the frequency of the most frequent allelic1600

type (Jakobsson et al. 2013, Edge and Rosenberg 2014,1601

Alcala and Rosenberg 2017): as the number of alleles1602

increases, the frequency of the most frequent allele nec-1603

essarily decreases, which sets an upper bound to the1604

FST estimates (Fig. 2 in Jakobsson et al. 2013). Remov-1605

ing MLGs with residual heterozygosity reduces the1606

bias, because heterozygous MLGs are generally unique1607

and therefore form new alleles of the single “MLG”1608

locus. In addition, the precision of the FST estimates us-1609

ing the MLG method is expected to decrease when the1610

number of loci considered increases, because genetic1611

diversity is influenced by haplotype length (Mehta et1612

al. 2019). As already shown (Navascués et al. 2020), the1613

variance of the FST estimation assuming independent1614

loci increases with high selfing rates (Fig. S3), due to1615

the linkage disequilibrium that reduces the number of1616

effective loci (Golding and Strobeck 1980, Nordborg1617

2000). Surprisingly, the MLG method seems to limit1618

the estimation variance. This is most probably arti-1619

ficial, because the upper-bound on the FST estimates1620

also constrains its variance. Altogether, despite the1621

high sampling variance due to the low number of1622

effective loci available under strong selfing, our re-1623

sults suggest that it is preferable to assume that all loci1624

are independent instead of using MLGs to estimate FST .1625
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Fig. S3. Estimates of temporal differentiation (FST ) using all loci and assuming
independence (in black) or using the MLG (concatenated genotype) as alleles of
a single locus, with (green) or without (blue) exclusion of the MLGs with residual
heterozygosity. The red line stands for the expected value for the FST where FST =

τ

4N 2−σ
2 +τ

with τ the number of generations between the two temporal samples, σ

the selfing rate and N the simulated population size.

Fig. S4. Average bias (A) and MSE (B) for the estimation of temporal differentia-
tion (FST ) using all loci and assuming independence (in black) or using the MLG
(concatenated genotype) as alleles of a single locus, with (green) or without (blue)
exclusion of the MLGs with residual heterozygosity.
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Resurrection studies are a useful tool to measure how phe-
notypic traits have changed in populations and they allow
testing whether these traits modifications are a response
to selection caused by an environmental change. Selfing,
through its reduction of effective size, could challenge the
ability of a population to adapt to environmental changes.
Here, we used a resurrection study to test for adaptation in
a selfing population of Medicago truncatula, by comparing
the genetic composition and flowering times across 22 gen-
erations. We found evidence for evolution towards earlier
flowering times by about two days and a peculiar genetic
structure, typical of highly selfing populations, where some
multilocus genotypes (MLGs) are persistent through time.
We used the change in frequency of the MLGs through time
as a multilocus fitness measure and built a selection gradi-
ent that suggests evolution towards earlier flowering times.
Yet, a simulation model revealed that the observed change
in flowering time could be explained by drift alone, pro-
vided the effective size of the population is small enough
(<150). These analyses suffer from the difficulty to estimate
the effective size in a highly selfing population, where ef-
fective recombination is severely reduced.
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Introduction

When facing changing environments, organisms can
persist by one of three strategies: fleeing (migration),
coping (plasticity) or adapting. If migration and plas-
ticity can lead to rapid and reversible changes in the av-
erage phenotype of a population, adaptation proceeds
through genetic changes and towards phenotypes with
the highest fitness in a given environment. The liter-
ature describing adaptation in natural populations is
vast (e.g. Bay et al. 2017; Côté and Reynolds 2012; Kre-
mer et al. 2012; Olson-Manning et al. 2012) and the re-
cent rise of next generation sequencing has enabled

tremendous progress in our knowledge about the ge-
netic architecture of adaptation at the species level (Bar-
rick and Lenski 2013; Brown 2012; Fournier-Level et al.
2011; Jones et al. 2012).
Long term temporal surveys (e.g. Visser 2008), resurrec-
tion studies, where ancestors and descendants are com-
pared under common conditions (see Box 1 in Franks
et al. 2014) or stratified propagule banks (Orsini et al.
2013) are powerful tools to reconstruct the evolutionary
dynamics of populations that have faced environmen-
tal changes. Yet, observing a genetic change through
time is not sufficient to claim that it is adaptation. Test-
ing for selection as opposed to drift is one of the es-
sential criteria for demonstrating adaptive responses,
but is often overlooked (e.g. overlooked in 34% of
the 44 reviewed studies based on phenotypic varia-
tion reviewed by Hansen et al. 2012). Demonstrating
the influence of selection on a phenotypic change can
be achieved by one of four methods (detailed in Ta-
ble 2 in Hansen et al. 2012; Merilä and Hendry 2014):
reciprocal transplants (Blanquart et al. 2013), QST–FST
comparisons (Le Corre and Kremer 2012; Rhoné et al.
2010), genotypic selection estimates (Morrissey et al.
2012; Wilson et al. 2010), or tests of neutrality (pattern
or rate tests, Lande 1977). These methods all rely on
measuring quantitative traits (fitness traits or traits sup-
posed to be under selection) but require specific experi-
mental settings. Pattern tests of neutrality, for example,
are based on comparing phenotypic or allele frequency
changes across replicates in experimental populations,
or across populations, assuming that they are indepen-
dent replicates of the evolutionary process (same effec-
tive size and selective pressure, no migration). Pattern
tests can also apply through time in a natural popu-
lation, if a long sequence of observations is available
(Sheets and Mitchell 2001). Alternatively, rate tests can
be useful to examine the rate of genetic change in a
population and compare it to the expectation under a
neutral model with a given effective population size
(Lande 1976). The effective population size (thereafter
Ne) is defined as the size of an ideal Wright-Fisher pop-
ulation experiencing the same rate of genetic drift as
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the population under consideration (Crow and Kimura
1970). Unlike experimental populations, where Ne can
be monitored, an accurate estimate of Ne is required
to perform such neutrality tests in natural populations.
Temporal changes in allele frequency at neutral loci can
be used to infer the effective size of the population con-
sidered (Nei and Tajima 1981; Waples 1989).
The ability for a population to adapt to environmen-
tal changes depends on several factors such as genetic
variability, generation time, population size or mating
patterns, in particular self-fertilization rates. In plants,
a large fraction (40%) of species do, at least partially,
reproduce through selfing (Goodwillie et al. 2005; Igic
and Kohn 2006). Selfing could challenge the process
of adaptation because it directly decreases the effec-
tive population size Ne (reduced number of indepen-
dent gametes sampled for reproduction (Pollak 1987);
increased homozygosity; reduced efficacy of recom-
bination (Nordborg 2000); increased hitchhiking and
background selection (Gordo and Charlesworth 2001;
Hedrick 1980)). It is therefore expected that genetic
variability is reduced in selfing populations, and em-
pirical measures of diversity from molecular markers
strongly support this prediction (Barrett and Husband
1990; Glémin et al. 2006; Hamrick and Godt 1996). Fur-
thermore, several theoretical models also predict that
selfing reduces quantitative genetic variation within
populations (Abu Awad and Roze 2018; Charlesworth
and Charlesworth 1995; Lande and Porcher 2015),
which has been recently confirmed by a meta-analysis
of empirical data (Clo et al. 2019).
We can expect that this depleted genetic variation in
predominantly selfing populations will limit their abil-
ity to adapt to changing environmental conditions and
their long-term persistence and different theoretical
models support this prediction (Glémin and Ronfort
2013; Hartfield and Glémin 2016; Kamran-Disfani and
Agrawal 2014). Yet, empirical data examining the re-
sponse of predominantly selfing populations to envi-
ronmental changes remain scarce, especially for data
showing short term adaptation in the face of climate
change (Qian et al. 2020). In a recent review focussing
on evolutionary and plastic responses to climate change
in plants, Franks et al. (2014) reported “at least some ev-
idence for evolutionary response to climate change [. . . ]
in all of these studies”, and six of these 31 studies con-
sidered selfing populations.
Because there is no consensus between theoretical pre-
dictions, empirical and experimental data, the ability of
selfing populations to adapt to environmental changes
remains an open question. This calls for further fine
scale population genetics analyses, with a focus on the
evolutionary mechanisms involved and on the dynam-
ics of adaptation. Here, we present a temporal sur-
vey in the barrel medic (Medicago truncatula) that en-
abled us to perform a resurrection study. M. truncatula
is annual, diploid, predominantly self-fertilizing (>95%

selfing, Bonnin et al. 2001; Siol et al. 2008) and has a
circum-Mediterranean distribution. Flowering time is
a major heritable trait (>0.5, Bonnin et al. 1997) that syn-
chronizes the initiation of reproduction with favourable
environmental conditions and could play a role in the
adaptation to climate change. In M. truncatula, flower-
ing time is highly variable along the distribution range
and within some populations (Bonnin et al. 1997). It
is mainly controlled by two environmental cues: pho-
toperiod and temperature (Hecht et al. 2005; Pierre et al.
2008). In the Mediterranean region, there has been a
significant increase in temperatures between the 80s
and nowadays accompanied by a decrease in mean pre-
cipitations (http://www.worldclim.org/). Most stud-
ies about adaptation in M. truncatula have so far re-
lied on large collections of individuals representing the
whole species with the aim of detecting selection foot-
prints in the genome linked with flowering time (Bur-
garella et al. 2016; De Mita et al. 2011) or climatic gra-
dients (Yoder et al. 2014). However, the complex popu-
lation structure observed at the species level can make
it difficult to understand the selective history of those
genes (De Mita et al. 2007). Indeed, natural populations
of M. truncatula are composed of a set of highly differ-
entiated genotypes that co-occur at variable frequencies
(Bonnin et al. 2001; Loridon et al. 2013; Siol et al. 2008),
a genetic structure typical for predominantly species.
How does this peculiar genetic composition constrain
adaptation to changing environments remains unclear,
but preliminary results in M. truncatula have shown
that surveying the multilocus genotypic composition
through time could reveal a large variance in the rel-
ative contributions of these genotypes to the next gen-
erations (Siol et al. 2007). Here, we examined the tem-
poral change of flowering time at the population level
across 22 generations characterised by changing envi-
ronmental conditions (temperature and rainfall). We
describe the peculiar genetic structure of this highly
selfing species and investigate the genetic mechanisms
involved in adaptation. In particular, we test for the
role of selection as opposed to genetic drift, following
four steps. First, we consider the direction of the change
in trait value in relation to the environmental change.
Second, we estimate the extent of genotypic selection
(Morrissey et al. 2012; Wilson et al. 2010) using selection
gradients for flowering time based on several fitness es-
timates (taking into account the multilocus genotypic
composition of the population through time). Then we
estimate the effective population size, test the rate of
evolution for neutrality and explore the effect of the im-
precision in the estimation of effective size. Finally, we
examine the change in flowering time during the same
time period at the regional scale, using one individual
per population across the distribution range of M. trun-
catula in Corsica. A similar genetic change at the re-
gional scale would lend weight to the hypothesis that
the change in flowering time occurred in response to
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selection.

Materials and Methods
Studied population and experimental design. The fo-
cus population (F20089 or CO3 according to Jullien
et al. 2019) is located in Cape Corsica (42°58.406’N -
9°22.015’E). In 1987 and 2009, around 100 pods were
collected along three transects running across the pop-
ulation, with at least one meter distance between each
pod collected, in order to avoid over-sampling the
progeny of a single individual. Seeds collected in 1987
were stored in a cold room. In 2011, pods collected
in 1987 and 2009 were threshed and seeds were repli-
cated through selfing in standardized greenhouse con-
ditions to control for maternal effects and build families
of full-sibs produced by selfing. 64 families collected in
1987 and 96 in 2009 were successfully multiplied. Out
of these, 55 families for each of the two sampling years
were randomly chosen in 2012. Seeds from the 110 fam-
ilies were scarified to ease germination and were trans-
ferred in Petri dishes with water at room temperature
for six hours. We then used two different vernaliza-
tion treatments (at 5°C during 7 or 14 days) to compare
the vernalization requirement between the two years.
Five replicates from each vernalization treatment were
transferred back to the greenhouse, according to a ran-
domized block design (five blocks and two treatments,
adding up to a total of ten replicates per family, 1100
plants in total). Data loggers were placed on each table
to monitor temperature and humidity. For each indi-
vidual, the number of days after germination to form
the first flower was recorded. In addition, the total
number of seeds produced by each plant throughout
its lifetime was measured as a proxy for fitness.

Temporal changes in flowering time. Individual flow-
ering times were converted to thermal times following
Bonhomme (2000). The thermal time was calculated
as the sum of the mean daily effective temperatures of
each day between sowing and the emergence of the first
flower, where the mean daily effective temperature is
the day’s mean temperature minus the base tempera-
ture (Tb). We used Tb = 5°C, as reported by Moreau
et al. (2007) for the Medicago truncatula reference line
A17. Plants noted as sick or failing to produce leaves
were removed from the data sets (22 individuals re-
moved). Collected measures were tested for normality
using quantile–quantile (Q-Q) plots (Nobre and Singer
2007). All analyses were conducted using R version
2.15.2. We used linear mixed models (lme4 package) to
test for a significant change in flowering time between
the sampling years. The model included two fixed ef-
fects: sampling year (1987 or 2009) and treatment (short
or long vernalization) as well as their interaction. Block
(nested in treatment), block × year and family were ran-
dom effects. The family effect was nested in years be-
cause we were interested in estimating the genetic vari-

ance within population each year of collection. The in-
teraction between family and treatment was included
in the family effect as a vectorial random effect. The
complete model is summarized in equation [1], where
Y denotes the flowering time, µ the average flowering
time over the whole sample and ε the residuals:

Yijkl = µ + yeari + treatmentj + yeari × treatmentj

+ blockk + yeari × blockk

+ f amilyl |
(
yeari × treatmentj

)
+ εijkl (1)

This maximal model was simplified, using likelihood
ratio tests (LRT) to compare the models. In addition, we
tested for a significant change in genetic variance be-
tween 1987 and 2009 using a LRT between the model [1]
and a model where family is not nested into year. Stan-
dard errors for variance components were estimated
using jackknife resampling. We used the variance com-
ponents estimated for the random effects to calculate
broad-sense heritability as H2 = VG

VP
, where VG is the ge-

netic variance as estimated by the family effect and VP
is the total phenotypic variance, including block, family
and residual variance. Standard errors for H2 were esti-
mated through jackknife resampling on families (Sokal
and Rohlf 1995).

Temporal changes in sensitivity to vernalization. Se-
lection on a trait in an environment can shift both the
mean and the plasticity of that trait. Here, we consid-
ered the sensitivity to vernalization cues, measured as
the slope of the regression line between individual val-
ues and the environmental value (estimated as the av-
erage phenotype, Ȳ) (Falconer and Mackay 1996), for
each individual i:

Ylong vernalization
i −Yshort vernalization

i
Ȳlong vernalization − Ȳshort vernalization

This coefficient assumes that reaction norms are linear
(Gavrilets and Scheiner 1993; Scheiner 1993) and this
approximation is expected to work well (Chevin et al.
2013). We used a linear mixed model, with sampling
year (1987 or 2009) as a fixed effect, a random block ef-
fect and its interaction with year, and a family effect (ge-
netic effect) nested into year. As for flowering time, we
estimated the broad sense heritability of the vernaliza-
tion sensitivity.
A genetic correlation between flowering time and sen-
sitivity to vernalization would affect the response to se-
lection in the context of climate change. We therefore
used a bivariate model with the sensitivity to vernaliza-
tion and the flowering time measured in the short ver-
nalization treatment as two dependent variables to esti-
mate their genetic covariance with a random family ef-
fect, including block as a random effect, using AsReml
(Gilmore et al. 2009). We ran an independent model for
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each sampling year. The significance of genetic covari-
ances was tested by comparing the residual deviance of
the final model with that of a model with a fixed covari-
ance of zero in a log-likelihood ratio test.

Selection gradient for flowering date: genetic covari-
ance analysis. In the absence of selection for the trait
considered, its observed variation is expected to be in-
dependent from fitness. We tested this by measuring
the selection gradient, i.e. the statistical relationship be-
tween a trait and the fitness. Selection gradients were
established for each year (and per treatment) follow-
ing the Robertson-Price identity that states that ∆Z, the
expected evolutionary change in the mean phenotypic
trait z per generation is equal to Θa(z,w), the additive
genetic covariance of the trait z and the relative fitness
w (Price 1970; Robertson 1966):

∆Z = Θa(z,w) (2)

Here, we estimated the broad sense genetic covariance
Θg. Assuming that the dominance variance is negligi-
ble due to the very high levels of homozygosity in self-
ing populations (Holland et al. 2010), genetic covariance
should be a good approximation of the additive genetic
covariance. As a preliminary step, we checked whether
our proxy for fitness, the relative seed production, had
significant genetic variance. The relative seed produc-
tion was measured as the individual seed production
standardized by the average seed production of indi-
viduals from the same year and treatment. A mixed
model was used to analyse the relative seed produc-
tion, including two random effects for block and fam-
ily. Then, provided there was significant genetic vari-
ance for relative seed production in the population each
year, we analysed it in a bivariate model with flower-
ing time to estimate the genetic covariance with a ran-
dom family effect, including block as a random effect,
using AsReml (Gilmore et al. 2009). Again, the signifi-
cance of genetic covariances was estimated by compar-
ing the residual deviance of the final model with that
of a model with a fixed covariance of zero in a log-
likelihood ratio test.

Genetic analyses. During the multiplication genera-
tion in the greenhouse (2011), 200 mg of leaves were
sampled from each plant for DNA extraction, using
DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen). Twenty microsatellite
loci were used for genotyping (see the details of ampli-
fication reactions and analyses of amplified products in
Jullien et al. 2019; Siol et al. 2007). Briefly, samples were
prepared by adding 3 µl of diluted PCR products to
16.5 µl of ultrapure water and 0.5 µl of the size marker
AMM524. Amplified products were analyzed on an
ABI prism 3130 Genetic Analyzer and genotype read-
ing was performed using GeneMapper Software ver-
sion 5.

.1. Single-locus analyses assuming independence among
loci. As a preliminary step, the data was filtered to re-
duce the percentage of missing data (loci or individ-
uals with >10% missing data were removed), and to
discard monomorphic loci. After filtering, the dataset
comprised 145 individuals and 16 loci (64 from the
year 1987 and 81 from the year 2009). We measured
the genetic diversity of the population each year us-
ing the allelic richness Na−rar (Hurlbert 1971) and the
expected heterozygosity He. In this predominantly
selfing population, we expect a strong deviation from
Hardy-Weinberg heterozygosity expectations. Thus,
for each sampling year, we estimated the inbreeding
fixation coefficient FIS and its confidence interval us-
ing 5,000 bootstraps over loci. Between year differences
for Na−rar, He and FIS across loci were tested using
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Analyses were performed
in R using the packages adegenet (Jombart 2008)and hi-
erfstat (Goudet 2005) and the program ADZE for rar-
efaction analyses (Szpiech et al. 2008). The percent-
age of pairs of loci showing significant linkage disequi-
librium (LD) was calculated using Genepop (Rousset
2008) with a threshold of 0.05. Finally, we measured
the temporal variance in allele frequencies using the
FST estimator by Weir and Cockerham (1984). To es-
timate the effective population size (Ne, measured in
number of diploid individuals) from the temporal vari-
ance of allele frequencies, we used FST estimates to ac-
count for the correlation of alleles identity within indi-
viduals due to selfing (Navascués et al. 2020) and fol-
lowed the method outlined in Frachon et al. (2017). We
measured a confidence interval for Ne using an approx-
imate bootstrap method (DiCiccio and Efron 1996) over
loci.

.2. Analyses based on multilocus genotypes. We used the
program RMES to estimate selfing rates from the distri-
bution of multilocus heterozygosity (David et al. 2007).
We tested for a difference in selfing rates between years
using a likelihood ratio test between models where
the selfing rate was constrained to be constant or not.
For each sample (1987 and 2009), we examined the
genetic structure by sorting out the number of multi-
locus genotypes (thereafter called MLG) and measur-
ing their frequency and redundancy through time us-
ing GENETHAPLO (available on GitHub at https://
github.com/laugay/GenetHaplo and described in
Supplementary Material S1). GENETHAPLO takes
into account the uncertainty of the assignment of a
genotype to a MLG group due to missing data: in case
of ambiguity, an individual is randomly assigned to one
of the candidate MLG group with a probability propor-
tional to the MLG group size. The approach also con-
siders a genotyping error rate: if two individuals differ
by less than the error rate, they are considered to belong
to the same MLG. After an initial run with an error rate
of zero, we checked the distribution of the distances be-
tween MLGs. We found an excess of small distances,
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which could indicate errors in genotype assignation
(Arnaud-Haond and Belkhir 2007). We corrected this
by re-running the program with an error rate of 1/16
(= one mis-read locus). GENETHAPLO also searches
for residual heterozygosity (defined as the proportion
of heterozygous loci in the multilocus genotype) and
evidence for recombination (S1). To identify putative
recombination events between MLGs, it uses the ge-
netic distances: a MLG is a recombinant candidate if
the sum of its allele differences with two other MLGs
(“parental MLGs”) equals the number of allele differ-
ences between these two parental MLGs.

If a MLG has a high fitness in a given environment,
plants carrying this MLG will produce on average a
larger progeny and the frequency of the MLG will rise
in the following generations. We therefore propose to
use the absolute change in frequency of the fully ho-
mozygous MLGs through time as an indicator of their
“realised fitness”. As a preliminary step, we checked
whether selection quantified in the greenhouse is likely
to mirror selection in the field at present and 22 years
ago using a linear model to verify whether the change
in MLG frequencies covaries positively with and can
be predicted by the seed production in the greenhouse.
We then measured the selection gradient for flowering
time as the slope of the regression of the change in fre-
quency of the MLGs between 1987 and 2009 with flow-
ering time. We compared this pattern with the predic-
tions from the Robertson-Price selection gradient. The
MLGs found in 2009 but absent in 1987 may have been
undetected in 1987 due to low frequency, or may be re-
cent migrants. Their change in frequency between 1987
and 2009 is thus necessarily positive and may not ac-
curately reflect their realised fitness. We therefore reit-
erated these analyses using a dataset restricted to the
MLGs present in 1987 only. For each of these mod-
els, we verified the normality of the residuals and es-
timated a confidence interval for the slope using profile
likelihood confidence bounds.

In addition, we tested whether the change in frequen-
cies of the MLGs reflects a response to selection or can
be expected by drift alone. This was tested by simu-
lating the effect of 22 generations of drift, using an ex-
tension to multiallelic data of the approach described
in Frachon et al. (2017) and inspired by Goldringer
and Bataillon (2004). Again, only the fully homozy-
gous MLGs were kept for this analysis. We assumed
complete selfing during the time interval so the whole
genome behaves as a single super-locus. Details about
the procedure used to simulate individual MLG fre-
quency trajectories are provided in Supplementary Ma-
terial S2. We simulated each generation of drift by
drawing MLG counts from a multinomial distribution
parameterized with the effective population size Ne es-
timated from the temporal FST , and the MLG frequen-
cies in the previous generation. After 22 simulated
generations, we randomly sampled 75 individuals to

estimate the frequencies of each MLG and measured
the change in MLG frequencies across the 22 genera-
tions. This was repeated for 104 replicates in order to
draw the distribution of the change in MLG frequency
expected by drift alone. To account for the poten-
tially large estimation variance for the FST (as observed
in the simulations performed in Supplementary Mate-
rial S3), we examined the sensitivity of the analysis to
the effective population size using a range of values
(10 ≤ Ne ≤ 500). Finally, we examined the simulated
selection gradient as the relationship between the simu-
lated changes in MLG frequencies through time and the
genetic value of flowering time previously measured
for each MLG, using a linear model. This provided
us with a null distribution of the slopes of the regres-
sion between frequency change and flowering time, ex-
pected under drift alone. We then tested for the sig-
nificance of the observed slope against the simulated
distribution, by computing the proportion of the simu-
lated slopes that were greater than the observed value.

Regional analysis. Finally, we attempted to disentangle
selection and drift by considering other populations lo-
cated in the same geographical region as the focal pop-
ulation and therefore likely submitted to the same selec-
tive pressure due to climatic constraints (pattern test, as
described in the Introduction). For this regional anal-
ysis, we used 16 populations of M. truncatula across
Corsica that were sampled twice, once in the 80’s and
again in the early 2000s (listed in Table S1). Samples
consisted of around 100 pods collected along transects
running across the populations. Seeds collected were
stored in a cold room. In 2010, one pod randomly se-
lected from each sample (80’s and 2000’s) was threshed
and one plant per population per year was replicated
through selfing in standardized greenhouse conditions.
This greenhouse generation allowed suppressing po-
tential maternal effects (as in the experiment with the
Cape Corsica population) and resulted in 32 families
(16 populations × 2 years) of full-sibs produced by self-
ing. In 2011, seeds from the 32 families were germi-
nated following the same protocol as described earlier
for the intra-population analysis, but with only one ver-
nalization treatment at 5°C during seven days. Five
plants for each family were then transferred to tables
in the greenhouse according to a randomized block de-
sign (five blocks). We monitored the temperature and
humidity and the flowering time for each plant.
Individual flowering times were converted in thermal
time, in the same way as it was done for the intra-
population analysis. Again, we used linear mixed mod-
els (lme4 package) to test for the effect of sampling year
on flowering time. The model included a single fixed
effect for the sampling year (1980s or 2000s). The block
effect was included as a random effect, along with its
interaction with sampling year. A random population
effect was also included and replaced the “family” ef-
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fect of Eq. 1 seen as there was only one family per year
in this regional sample. The resulting model was writ-
ten as:

Yijk = µ + yeari + block j + yeari × block j

+ populationk + εijk (3)

Again, this maximal model was simplified using likeli-
hood ratio tests.

Results
Changes in flowering time. Visual inspection of the
Q-Q plots indicated that the residuals from all the
linear models we used were normally distributed.
We found that flowering time differed significantly
between years: plants sampled in 2009 flowered on
average over two days earlier than plants sampled in
1987 (Table 1, Fig. 1). This effect remained significant
when we analysed flowering time as a number of days
rather than degree.days (results not shown). Longer
vernalization also sped flowering up (treatment effect,
Table 1). The block effect only explained a low propor-
tion of variance (micro-environment) and the largest
variance component was the family effect, for all
combinations of years and treatments. The comparison
of a model where family was nested in years only
or in years × treatments showed that the family ×
treatment interaction was significant (χ2 = 66.1; df = 7;
p = 9.10−12). It means that the reaction norms for the
different genotypes were not parallel (Fig. 1), because
the genotypes responded differently when exposed
for a shorter period to cold temperatures. To account
for this genotype × environment interaction, the
heritability for flowering time was estimated in each
vernalization treatment separately (four components
of variance, Table 1). It varied between 0.53 and 0.77
(Table 2). The genetic variance for flowering time in
the population remained the same in 1987 and 2009, as
shown by a LRT between the full model (Eq. 1) and
a model where family was not nested in year (χ2 =
6.65; df = 7; p = 0.47). We found no significant year
effect on the sensitivity to vernalization (χ2 = 1.7; df
= 1; p = 0.185). There was no significant difference in
the family effect between years (interaction family ×
year not significant; LRT: χ2 = 1.2; df = 2; p = 0.552)
but the family effect was highly significant (χ2 = 32.6;
df = 1; p = 1.10−8, Table S2) and the heritability of
the sensitivity to vernalization was 0.19 (+/- 0.04)
(Table 2). Finally, the multivariate analysis highlighted
a strong positive genetic correlation between flowering
time (measured in the short vernalization treatment)
and the sensitivity to vernalization (in 1987: 0.54 p =
0.008; in 2009: 0.60 p < 0.0001), which means that early
flowering plants are less sensitive to vernalization
cues. Using the flowering time measured in the long
vernalization treatment, we observed the same pattern

Fig. 1. Average flowering time per family for the two sampling years and the
two vernalization treatments. Short vernalization is in grey and long vernalization
in black. The large dots and the horizontal lines stand for the average flowering date
for each vernalization treatment, for the years 1987 (dotted lines) or 2009 (dashed
lines). Black crossing lines indicate that the reaction norms differ between families,
as expected if genotype × environment interactions are significant.

of correlation.

Table 1. Effect of sampling year and treatment on flowering time in the cape Cor-
sica population, taking into account the family effect (genetic effect). Effect values
on mean flowering time are given for fixed effects and variance components are
given for random effects (with standard errors in brackets). The family effect was
nested into year (1987 or 2009) and treatment (T1: short vernalization treatment;
T2: long vernalization treatment), leading to four variance components. For each
component, the degrees of freedom, likelihood ratio (χ2) and p-values are reported.
None of the interactions considered in the complete model [1] were significant: be-
tween year and treatment (LRT χ2 = 1.8; df = 1; p = 0.178); between block and year
(χ2= 0.0006; df = 1; p = 0.981).

Tested effect on
flowering time

Mean effect or variance
component (SE)

df χ2 p

year −28.76∗ 1 7.3 0.007
treatment -162.84 1 42.2 8.10−11

block 92.34 (9.61) 1 34.5 4.10−9

family | year ×
treatment

1987-T1: 2807.90 (872.97)

10 850.4 2.10−161987-T2: 1793.51 (500.25)
2009-T1: 5449.80 (1200.16)
2009-T2: 3557.01 (1408.88)

error 1500 (38.73) 1081
∗assuming an average daily temperature of 15°C over the time period considered, the difference of 28.76
degree.days corresponds to two days.

Selection gradient for flowering date. The relative seed
production showed significant genetic variance (family
effect, Table S3, heritability of 0.34, Table 2), which
enabled us to build multivariate models to examine
selection gradients following Eq. 2. In 1987, we found
a significant genetic covariance between flowering
time and relative fitness: Θa(z,w) = -20.5; LRT com-
paring this model with a model where the genetic
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Fig. 2. Selection gradients for flowering time. Established as the relationship
between the genetic value for flowering time (family average, in degree.days) and
the genetic value for relative fitness (family average of the relative number of seeds),
for each sampling year and vernalization treatment. Lines stand for the linear re-
gression.

covariance was constrained to be zero: χ2 = 60.2; df =
1; p = 8.10−15. The covariance remained significantly
different from zero when we used the lines derived
from the sampling in 2009: Θa(z,w) = -18.5; LRT: χ2 =
12.4; df = 1; p = 6.10−7. A similar negative relationship
was observed among lines derived from each of the
two years, which means that the selection gradients
predict an evolution towards early flowering (Fig. 2).

Table 2. Heritabilities (H2) and coefficients of genetic variance (CVg) for flowering
time in each vernalization treatment (T1: short vernalization; T2: long vernaliza-
tion) and each sampling year, for sensitivity to vernalization and for relative seed
production.

H2 (SE) CVg
Trait 1987 2009 1987 2009

Flowering time T1: 0.64 (0.06) T1: 0.77 (0.04) 5.70 8.11
T2: 0.53 (0.07) T2: 0.69 (0.07) 5.49 8.03

Sensitivity to
vernalization 0.19 (0.04) 18.14

Relative seed
production 0.34 (0.03) 30.00

Changes in the genetic composition of the population.
The analysis of microsatellite data highlighted high lev-
els of genetic diversity for both sampling years, with
an increase between 1987 and 2009 only significant for
He (Table S4). This suggests that the increased diver-
sity between 1987 and 2009 reveals more balanced al-
lele frequencies rather than an increase in the average
number of alleles. The temporal differentiation mea-

sured using the 16 loci was high (FST = 0.226; 95% con-
fidence interval: 0.182 – 0.269), which translates into
a particularly small effective size (Ne = 19 diploid in-
dividuals; 95% confidence interval: 15-25). Accord-
ing to [Eq. 16] in Nordborg and Donnelly (1997), we
predict that He = 1 − 1

1+4Neµ , where Ne is the effec-
tive size as estimated above. Using mutation rates for
dinucleotide microsatellite loci measured in Arabidop-
sis thaliana (5.10−5 to 2.10−3) (Marriage et al. 2009), and
assuming an isolated population at equilibrium, we ex-
pect that He should lie between 0.004 and 0.134, which
is nearly three times lower than the He estimated here
(Table S4). The observed heterozygosity was particu-
larly low, resulting in large FIS estimates, as expected
for a predominantly selfing species. The estimated self-
ing rate was about 94% in 1987 and rose to 98% in 2009
(statistically significant increase, Table S5). This high
selfing rate results in extensive linkage disequilibrium
between loci (nearly all pairs of loci are in linkage dise-
quilibrium, Table S4), which makes the analysis of mul-
tilocus genotypes particularly relevant.

The analysis of MLG identified 60 different MLGs in
this sample of 145 individuals. Out of the 60 MLGs,
48 were fully homozygous at the 16 loci and 12 MLGs
displayed some level of heterozygosity (Fig. S1). We
found no evidence for a link in terms of recombina-
tion or segregation between the heterozygous MLGs
and any of the fully homozygous MLGs. These het-
erozygous MLGs were therefore excluded from the fol-
lowing analyses, leaving us with 48 MLGs (58 individ-
uals in 1987 and 75 in 2009). The two predominant
MLGs represented more than 50% of the population in
1987 and nearly 20% in 2009. These, as well as three
other MLGs, were persistent through time (Fig. S2). The
absolute changes in homozygous MLGs frequencies
through time tended to covary positively with the total
number of seeds produced by a plant in the greenhouse
(Fig. 3A, regression only significant with the sample re-
stricted to the MLGs present in 1987), which provides
support to use it as a proxy to estimate the realised
fitness. We therefore used the change in frequency of
the 48 MLG (58 individuals in 1987 and 75 in 2009) to
build selection gradients for flowering time. Again, we
found a gradient with a negative slope (Fig. 3B), sug-
gesting that the late flowering MLGs have a reduced
realised fitness compared to earlier ones. This con-
firms the reduced fitness of late flowering genotypes
observed in our greenhouse experiment (Fig. 2). Yet,
the effect of flowering date on the realised fitness was
small and only significant when the dataset was re-
stricted to the MLGs present in 1987 (n = 12; Fig. 3B).
In addition, the negative slope was mostly supported
by the decreasing frequency of the two late flowering
MLGs that were prevalent in 1987. The simulation of
22 years of drift with an effective population size of 19
showed that the slope of the observed selection gradi-
ent did not deviate significantly from the distribution
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Fig. 3. Analyses of the “realised fitness”, estimated as the absolute change
in frequency of the MLGs through time. MLGs with residual heterozygosity were
removed from this analysis. (A) Relationship with the average number of seeds
produced by plants of a given MLG in the greenhouse. (B) Selection gradient for
flowering time. Each point stands for the average flowering date for a given MLG.
The black regression lines are estimated using all points (n = 48; A: slope = 5.10−5

points of frequency per seed p = 0.094; B: slope = -0.0002 95% confidence interval:
-0.0006;0.0001 p = 0.179). This includes MLGs that were not observed in 1987
(black dots), for which the change in frequency is necessarily always positive. The
dotted lines are the regression lines for the analysis restricted to the MLGs present
in 1987 (white dots only; n = 12; A: slope = 0.0002 p = 0.024; B: slope = -0.0009
95% confidence interval: -0.0017;-0.0002 p = 0.038).

expected by drift alone (p = 0.182). Yet, again, when we
restricted the dataset to the MLGs that were present in
1987, the observed selection gradient deviated signifi-
cantly from the distribution expected by drift alone (p
= 0.047), which suggests that the drift-alone hypothesis
could be rejected.

Because selfing reduces the effective recombination, it
reduces the number of independent loci. Measuring
FST from linked loci therefore amounts to measuring
it from a lower number of markers, and it is known
that FST estimates based on a few loci suffer from a
large sampling variance (Weir and Hill 2002). Alter-
natively, we could have concatenated the genotypes
at the different loci to compute a diploid version of
the haplotype-based FST (Mehta et al. 2019). Using
the changes of frequencies for 48 homozygous MLGs,
we estimated a temporal FST of 0.075, which corre-
sponds to an estimated effective size of 136. However,
our simulations (Supplementary Material S3) show
that these haplotype-based FST estimates are strongly
downwards biased, due to the dependency of FST with
allelic diversity (Alcala and Rosenberg 2017; Edge and
Rosenberg 2014; Jakobsson et al. 2013) and could there-
fore overestimate the effective population size. Instead
of using this unreliable estimate of 136, we assessed
the sensitivity of our neutrality test for MLG frequency
changes to the effective population size estimates, us-
ing a range of values (10 ≤ Ne ≤ 500). We found
that the observed selection gradient can no longer be
explained by drift alone if the effective population size
exceeds 150 (or even 10 if we consider only the MLGs

Fig. 4. Test of selection for increasing values of Ne . P-value, defined as the pro-
portion of simulated datasets where the slope of the selection gradient is steeper
than the observed slope, for the simulations of drift-alone (A) considering all the
homozygous MLGs (n = 48) or (B) considering only the MLGs that were already
present in 1987 (n = 12). The dotted line indicates the 0.05 threshold value for sig-
nificance. The vertical dashed line is the effective size estimated using the temporal
FST and considering the 16 microsatellite loci as independent (Ne = 19; p = 0.182
with n = 48 (A); p = 0.047 with n = 12 (B)).

present in 1987, Fig. 4).

Changes in flowering time at the regional level. At
the regional level (Eq. 3), we found no effect of the
interaction between block and sampling year (LRT χ2

= 0; df = 1; p = 1). All other effects were significant
(Table 3): the random block effect only explained 5%
of the total variance whereas the population effect
accounted for 34% of variance. The significant year
effect showed that the material we collected in 2005
or 2009 in Corsica flowered about five days earlier (78
degree.days, Table 3) compared to the one we collected
between 1987 and 1990.

Table 3. Effect of sampling year on flowering time at the regional scale, taking into
account the population effect. The effect on the mean flowering time is given for the
fixed year effect and variance components are given for random effects (with stan-
dard errors in brackets). For each component, the deviance, degrees of freedom,
likelihood ratio (χ2 and p-values are reported.

Tested effect on
flowering time

Mean effect or variance
component (SE)

df χ2 p

year −78.00∗ 1 9.3 0.002
block 2379 (1029) 1 5.7 0.017
population 14874 (4423) 1 40.1 2.10−10

error 26971 (8260) 167
Total variance 44224

∗assuming an average daily temperature of 15°C over the time period considered, the difference of 78.00
degree.days corresponds to five days.

Discussion
Pairing up a resurrection study with population ge-
netic analyses proved highly insightful to understand
how flowering time changed through time in M. trun-
catula and to get insights into the mechanisms involved.
Growing plants collected in the Cape Corsica popula-
tion 22 generations apart in a common garden experi-
ment provided evidence for a diminution of flowering
times by about two days (i.e. a reduction between 2 and
4% in flowering time). This study also highlighted the
peculiar genetic structure of this highly selfing popu-
lation, where some multilocus genotypes are persistent
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through time. This enabled us to measure the fitness of
a genotype as its frequency change through time and to
establish a multilocus selection gradient. We used this
multilocus fitness measure as well as a fitness measure
based on individual seed production in the greenhouse
to estimate the selection gradient for flowering time.
Both gradients predict evolution towards earlier flow-
ering but only the selection gradient using seed pro-
duction as a proxy for fitness was significant. Simulat-
ing evolution across 22 generations showed that the ob-
served change in flowering time can be caused by drift
alone, provided the effective size of the population is
lower than 150. These analyses suffer from the diffi-
culty to estimate the effective size in a highly selfing
population, where effective recombination is severely
reduced.

Can we use effective population size estimates to
test whether the genetic change is caused by selec-
tion or drift in a predominantly selfing population?.
As pointed out in the Introduction, simulating drift
is one of the methods to test whether selection has
occurred, but it requires knowledge about the effec-
tive population size. Using changes in allele frequen-
cies between 1987 and 2009 in a natural population,
we estimated a temporal FST of 22.6%, which corre-
sponds to an effective size of 19 (95% confidence inter-
val: 15-25). This estimate is several orders of magni-
tude lower than the census population size (> 2,000 in-
dividuals) and lower than expected given the observed
levels of diversity (Nordborg and Donnelly 1997). Simi-
larly low effective population sizes have been estimated
previously in other M. truncatula populations, based on
the temporal variance in allele frequencies (Siol et al.
2007), and attributed to the high selfing rate of this
species. Yet, the observed levels of polymorphism are
often incompatible with such drastically low effective
sizes (see Fig. 3c in Hereford 2009; Jullien et al. 2019).
Ne estimates are likely biased and/or imprecise, be-
cause some of the assumptions underlying the tempo-
ral method are violated, e.g.: isolation of the popu-
lations under scrutiny, absence of selection, indepen-
dence of marker loci (Jullien et al. 2019). For exam-
ple, the quick change in allele frequency caused by a
migration event will be misinterpreted as strong drift
because temporal methods estimate Ne using the pace
at which allele frequency changes and therefore un-
derestimate it (Wang and Whitlock 2003). In addition,
strong selfing affects the precision of temporal FST es-
timates because the number of independent loci is re-
duced (Supplementary Material S3). In our focal pop-
ulation, the whole genome behaves practically as a sin-
gle locus, which limits the precision of our effective size
estimates. Unfortunately, we show in Supplementary
Material S3 that inferring effective size from the varia-
tion of MLG frequencies (i.e., considering a single, mul-
tiallelic super-locus) is unlikely to improve the quality

of our estimates.
Finally, if selection occurs in a non-random mating pop-
ulation, it will exacerbate the Hill-Robertson effect and
further reduce the effective size (Comeron et al. 2007).
Indeed, selection will create heritable variance in fitness
among individuals, thereby locally reducing Ne (Barton
1995; Charlesworth and Willis 2009; Robertson 1961).
In predominantly selfing species, due to drastically re-
duced effective recombination (Nordborg 2000), selec-
tion will extend the reduction in diversity caused by the
selective sweep to a larger proportion of the genome
compared to a random mating population (Caballero
and Santiago 1995; Kamran-Disfani and Agrawal 2014).
With selection, the effective size estimated using the
temporal variance in allele frequencies can therefore
not be considered as a “neutral” effective size but rather
reflects the combined effects of inbreeding and selection
(Le Rouzic et al. 2015). Overall, due to the reduced effec-
tive recombination and potential migration, predom-
inantly selfing populations can strongly deviate from
the assumptions of the temporal method to estimate ef-
fective size and such estimates should be treated with
caution (See Fig. 3 in Jullien et al. 2019).
If highly selfing organisms strongly deviate from the
general assumptions of population genetics models, a
major benefit, however, is that the temporal survey of
MLGs provides a highly integrative measure of fitness,
which is analogous to measures of genotype-specific
growth rates in asexual organisms. Our results show
that changes in frequencies of MLGs through time are
positively correlated to the fitness measured as the seed
production in the greenhouse (Fig. 3A). This relation-
ship is not significant if we consider all the MLGs found
in 2009, but this is not surprising considering the poten-
tially strong environmental variance in the field and the
approximation due to the possibility that a MLG that
was absent in 1987 appeared within the 22 years time
period. A larger sample size in 1987 or additional tem-
poral samples could help improve this analysis. De-
spite these imprecision, such integrative estimates of
fitness are highly valuable because of the difficulty to
obtain lifetime measures of fitness in the field (Shaw
et al. 2008), which are generally hindered by pervasive
trade-offs between life history traits such as reproduc-
tion and survival (Anderson et al. 2014; Ågren et al.
2013).

What selective pressure could have led to this genetic
change in flowering time? Insights from ecophysi-
ology. The evidence that the change in phenology ob-
served in this population across 22 generations is the
result of selection as opposed to drift remains equiv-
ocal. A further step towards evaluating whether se-
lection is responsible for the genetic change observed
is to characterize the potential selective pressure in-
volved. Phenological changes associated to climate
change have been reported in a large number of plants
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(Amano et al. 2010; Cleland et al. 2007; Parmesan and
Yohe 2003; Root et al. 2003). In this context, ecophys-
iological models of phenology are insightful to under-
stand how climate change can affect traits such as flow-
ering time (Chuine 2000; Oddou-Muratorio and Davi
2014). The phenological response to climate change
is complex, because the promoting effect of increased
temperatures opposes the influence of reduced vernal-
ization (Wilczek et al. 2010). Ecophysiological models
generally predict a plastic shift towards earlier flow-
ering times, as long as vernalization is sufficient dur-
ing winter (Morin et al. 2009). In agreement with
these predictions, a meta-analysis exploring the phe-
nological response to climate change in plant popula-
tions showed that phenotypic changes are mostly plas-
tic, while evidence for genetic adaptation remains rel-
atively scarce (Merilä and Hendry 2014, and other ref-
erences of Evolutionary Applications special issue, Jan-
uary 2014). However, a large part of the intraspecific
variation observed in phenology is genetic (Hendry
and Day 2005) and the architecture of the network un-
derlying flowering time variation is well described in
some species such as Arabidopsis thaliana (Sasaki et al.
2018; Wilczek et al. 2010). How climate change will af-
fect the genetic values of phenological traits remains
uncertain. In a first hypothesis, we may assume that
the phenotypic optimum for flowering time is not af-
fected by climate change. We therefore expect a ge-
netic change occurring in the opposite direction than
that of the plastic response (Fig. 5A). This hypothesis re-
sembles counter-gradient variation, which occurs when
the genetic influence on a trait along a gradient op-
poses the environmental influence, resulting in reduced
phenotypic variation across the gradient (Levins 1969).
Counter-gradients are widespread along geographical
gradients, as shown by the meta-analysis by Conover
et al. (2009), who found evidence for counter-gradient in
60 species and for co-gradients in 11 species. Therefore,
assuming that the same mechanism observed across
spatial gradients could occur in temporal gradients, we
would expect the genetic response of flowering time to
counter-balance the plastic response to climate change.
This could be achieved for example with a genetic
change increasing the base temperature Tb (tempera-
ture below which the development is supposed to be
nil).

Yet, our temporal survey rejects the counter-gradient
hypothesis, both at the population and at the regional
scale. Instead, we found evidence for a genetic change
towards earlier flowering, in the same direction as the
plastic response to the environmental change (here a
rise in temperatures). Such a co-gradient is expected
if climate change has shifted the phenotypic optimum
towards earlier flowering dates (Fig. 5B). Several hy-
potheses could explain such a shift and the resulting co-
gradient. First, in a plant with undetermined flowering
such as M. truncatula, reduced frost risk early in the sea-

Fig. 5. Hypotheses for the expected selective pressure on flowering time un-
der climate change. (A) Selective response expected under the hypothesis that
the phenotypic optimum for flowering date remains the same. The selective re-
sponse is expected in the opposite direction compared to the plastic response to
increased temperatures. This corresponds to the counter-gradient hypothesis. (B)
Selective response expected under the hypothesis that the phenotypic optimum for
flowering date is displaced with climate change and that it becomes advantageous
to flower earlier. The selective response is expected in the same direction as the
plastic response to increased temperatures. This corresponds to the co-gradient
hypothesis. (C) Selective response expected under the hypothesis that flowering
time is under directional selection.

son should favour earlier flowering, because plants that
manage to flower early in the season will carry on pro-
ducing flowers until summer drought becomes limit-
ing (end of May-June). We can therefore expect that the
earliest a plant flowers, the highest its fitness. Second,
climate change in the Mediterranean region also tends
to reduce precipitations in spring and early summer
(Goubanova and Li 2007; Schröter et al. 2005), thereby
shortening the reproductive period. Severe early sum-
mer drought could therefore create a strong selective
pressure towards earlier flowering. Such a genetic
shift in flowering time in response to extended drought
have been reported before in the literature (Franks et al.
2007). In terms of ecophysiology, it can be caused by
lower requirements of degree.days, or a reduction of
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the base temperature Tb.
Finally, although it is generally assumed that flower-
ing date should be under stabilising selection in order
to avoid frost or drought when flowering occurs re-
spectively too early or too late, a recent meta-analysis
found widespread evidence for frequent directional se-
lection towards early flowering (Munguía-Rosas et al.
2011). This could be due to several advantages, among
which an increased time for seed maturation in early
reproducing plants and a longer period of growth for
the progeny issued from seeds that germinate immedi-
ately (as reviewed by Elzinga et al. 2007; Kudo 2006).
Under this scenario of directional selection, we also ex-
pect a pattern of co-gradient, as observed in the data
(Fig. 5C).
Besides the evidence for a genetic change in flower-
ing date in M. truncatula in Corsica, we found no ev-
idence for a change in the sensitivity to vernalization,
despite genetic variance for this trait in the population
(H2 = 0.19). In the literature, most studies have found
at least some genetic variation for plasticity, but cor-
responding heritabilities were generally low (Scheiner
1993). Our results also suggest that the sensitivity to
vernalization is not independent from flowering date,
because the intercept and the slope of the reaction norm
to the vernalization treatment are genetically correlated
(Gavrilets and Scheiner 1993). Therefore, a lower num-
ber of chilling units received during winter (short ver-
nalization treatment) results in higher heritability of
flowering date. This correlation could favour the se-
lective response of flowering date to climate warming
because warmer winters will inflate the genetic vari-
ance of flowering date. Alternatively, if early flower-
ing genotypes are selected for, or arrive in the popula-
tion by migration, the evolution of the sensitivity to ver-
nalization might be constrained by the positive genetic
correlation with flowering time: early flowering genes
tend to be associated with genes reducing the sensitiv-
ity to vernalization cues.

Conclusions. Because it is difficult to rule out the effect
of drift on the observed genetic change in phenology,
our results do not entirely answer the question of the
adaptive potential in selfing populations raised in the
Introduction. Yet, several lines of evidence support the
role of selection. First, the observed genetic change is
in the direction expected for a response to raising tem-
peratures and reduced rainfalls in the Mediterranean
region. Second, the selection gradient measured in
the greenhouse suggests that early flowering genotypes
produce more seeds. The changes in MLG composition
through time provide more equivocal results, but are
also compatible with the hypothesis that MLGs with
early flowering times had a better reproductive suc-
cess than later flowering genotypes and replaced them,
resulting in the observed genetic change in flowering
time. Our simulations of the effect of drift are impacted

by uncertainty in effective population size estimations,
but the highest effective population size compatible
with the observed change caused by drift alone remains
relatively low (Ne ≈ 150, Fig. 4A). Finally, the shift
in flowering date observed in the Cape Corsica pop-
ulation was also detected at the regional scale, which
suggests that the set of populations studied could be
geographic replicates for this response to selection of
flowering times in M. truncatula in Corsica. Ultimately,
only a longer survey of this population combined with
a pattern test (Sheets and Mitchell 2001) could provide
a definitive answer to the question of adaptation to
climate change through a genetic change in flowering
time in this predominantly selfing population. Finally,
it is worth pointing out that, in contrast with the the-
oretical predictions presented in the Introduction, this
population displays significant genetic variance for a
quantitative trait such as flowering time. As suggested
before for M. truncatula (Jullien et al. 2019), it is likely
that other evolutionary mechanisms, such as migration,
contribute to maintain the adaptive potential of popu-
lations in this predominantly selfing species.
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Supplementary
Information
S1: GENETHAPLO: a java program to analyse
the genome-wide multilocus genetic struc-
ture of predominantly selfing or clonal pop-
ulations
Multilocus genotypes provide valuable information
about mating systems (Jullien et al. 2019). Four soft-
ware packages were previously developed to identify
individuals originating from clonal reproduction us-
ing their multilocus genotype: MLGSIM (Stenberg et
al. 2003); GENOTYPE and GENODIVE (Meirmans and
Van Tienderen 2004), GENECLONE (Arnaud-Haond
and Belkhir 2007) and poppr (Kamvar et al. 2014). Yet,
none of these programs is specifically designed to iden-
tify individuals reproducing by selfing, in particular to
detect repeated multilocus genotypes within a popula-
tion and through time (or space) and recognize poten-
tial recombinants, formed by rare outcrossing events.
GENETHAPLO is a program written in Java with four
modules:
1. A module to convert the format of a dataset
2. A module to filter the dataset
3. A module to analyse the genetic diversity
4. A module to analyse the multilocus genetic structure

Formatting the data file. The first line of the data file
is a header line describing the content of each column,
i.e. the name of the population, of the sub-population,
of the individual and of each locus. Each following
line provides the genotype of an individual at the
specified loci. The individuals should be sorted so that
populations and sub-populations are grouped together
in consecutive lines.
Example:
temp,pop,Individu,ENPB1,MTIC59L,MTIC37C,MTIC126,FMTBN,MTIC243,MTIC40,MTIC86
pop,1987,F20089-1987-001,278278,110110,086086,099099,198198,118118,128128,157157
pop,1987,F20089-1987-003,278278,110110,086086,099099,198198,118118,128128,157157
pop,1987,F20089-1987-004,278278,110110,086086,099099,198198,118118,128128,149149
...
pop,2009,F20089-2009-006,274280,097110,086086,099099,166166,118118,134134,126126
pop,2009,F20089-2009-007,278278,110110,086086,099099,198198,118118,128128,149149
pop,2009,F20089-2009-008,274280,097097,095095,099099,188188,118118,128128,155155
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Module 1: format conversion. This module takes a
dataset in the read2snp (Uricaru et al. 2014) format and
converts it to a format suitable for GENETHAPLO, as
detailed above.

Module 2: data filter. This module allows to filter out
the loci, and individuals, having a percentage of miss-
ing data exceeding a specific threshold (given by the
user). The two output files are i) a reduced dataset and
ii) the list of the loci and individuals that have been re-
moved. The percentage of missing data before and after
filtering is also provided.

Module 3: genetic diversity. This module computes the
key descriptors of genetic diversity classically used in
population genetics studies. A first table summarizes
the average number of individuals, alleles, the expected
and observed heterozygosity and the FIS. The self-
ing rate is also calculated from the FIS for each sub-
population. The module also provides these descrip-
tors of diversity per locus and a table of allele frequen-
cies for each sub-population.

Module 4: multilocus genetic structure. This module
comprises three steps:
1. Grouping individuals according to their multilo-
cus genotypes (thereafter called MLG): This module is
based on a graph algorithm, where each node is an in-
dividual and nodes are connected when the individuals
share the same MLG. An error rate can be specified by
the user to allow grouping MLGs that differ at less than
a given proportion of loci. This avoids over-splitting
the MLGs due to genotyping errors or recent mutations.
The module also takes into account missing data that
can generate uncertainties. In case of missing data, it is
possible for an individual to have a genotype compati-
ble with several MLG. In such a case, the individual is
randomly assigned to one of the possible MLG groups
based on a random draw where each MLG group has
a probability of being chosen that is proportional to its
size. The output files provide i) the list of all individ-
uals with the MLG to which they are assigned ii) the
list of all identified MLGs with their frequency in each
sub-population, their residual heterozygosity, defined
as the proportion of heterozygous loci out of the total
number of loci without missing values, and the num-
ber of missing values in each MLG.
2. Estimating genetic distance between MLGs: The ge-
netic distance between two MLGs is estimated as the
number of alleles that differ between the two synthetic
MLGs divided by the total number of alleles without
missing data in these two MLGs. This module gener-
ates a distance matrix as well as a histogram depicting
the pairwise distance distribution.
3. Identifying recombinant MLGs: This module uses
the genetic distances to rapidly identify putative re-
combination events between MLGs. A MLG is a candi-
date recombinant between two other MLGs (thereafter

called “parental MLGs”) if the sum of the allele differ-
ences between it and its two putative parents equals the
number of allele differences between these two parental
MLGs. Only the MLGs that are represented by at least
two individuals can be considered as potential parents.
The output file provides a list of potential families, with
the details of pairwise genetic distances.

Running the program. This java program can be
launched from a command prompt, in the folder where
the modules are stored, using the command java
-jar module.jar, where module.jar should be
replaced by the corresponding module name.

∗ the type of analysis for the module 4 can be:
- only MLG groups (no argument)
- MLG groups and distances (d as an argument, as shown in the example)
- MLG groups + distance + potential recombinants (r as an argument, as shown in the example)

If no argument (infile or option) is added in the com-
mand, a short description of the script is displayed.
For example:

Example of output of the console:

Example of output figures:
GENETHAPLO is a program freely available at
https://github.com/laugay/GenetHaplo.
Source codes are available from authors upon request.

References. Arnaud-Haond, S., and K. Belkhir. 2007. genclone:
a computer program to analyse genotypic data, test for clonality
and describe spatial clonal organization. Molecular Ecology Notes
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genodive: two programs for the analysis of genetic diversity of
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Stenberg, P., M. Lundmark, and A. Saura. 2003. mlgsim: a program
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Notes 3:329-331.
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Supplementary tables

Table S1. List of the 16 populations sampled in Corsica (France) with geographic
coordinates and sampling years

Population Latitude Longitude Altitude Sampling
years

FRA20025 42.756332397 9.4508333206 60 1985-2005
FRA20031 42.182167053 9.3766670227 130 1985-2005
FRA20035 42.361167908 9.4963331223 280 1985-2009
FRA20039 42.021499634 8.7348337173 410 1985-2005
FRA20043* 42.462001801 8.6848335266 40 1987-2009
FRA20044 42.551166534 8.7391662598 250 1985-2005
FRA20046 42.592441559 8.9075956345 240 1985-2005
FRA20049 42.444000244 9.4596662521 120 1985-2005
FRA20050 42.165782928 9.546872139 10 1985-2009
FRA20051 42.199165344 9.4646663666 100 1987-2005
FRA20056 41.41350174 9.1668329239 60 1985-2009
FRA20058 41.405334473 9.1265001297 195 1985-2009
FRA20069 42.591667175 8.9081668854 410 1987-2005
FRA20087 42.901668549 9.470000267 15 1987-2005
FRA20088 42.958332062 9.3950004578 160 1987-2005
FRA20089† 42.970500946 9.3668336868 380 1987-2009

Table S2. Effect of sampling year on sensitivity to vernalization, taking into account
the family effect (genetic effect). For each effect, the variance component (with
standard errors in brackets), the deviance, degrees of freedom, likelihood ratio (χ2)
and p-values are reported.

Tested effect on sensitiv-
ity to vernalization

Variance
component (SE)

df χ2 p

block 0.01 (0.003) 1 21.0 5.10−6

family 0.03 (0.008) 1 32.6 1.10−8

error 0.13 (0.012) 542

Table S3. Analysis of the family effect (genetic effect) on relative seed production
(seed production standardized by year and treatment), taking into account the block
effect. For each random effect, variance components (with standard deviations in
brackets), degrees of freedom, likelihood ratio (χ2) and p-values are reported.

Tested effect on
relative seed
production

Variance
component (SD)

df χ2 p

block 0.024 (0.15) 1 116 < 2.10−16

family 0.090 (0.30) 1 291 < 2.10−16

error 0.153 (0.39) 1094

Table S4. Genetic diversity at the 16 microsatellite loci for the Cape Corsica popu-
lation in 1987 and 2009. n stands for the sample size, Na and Narar are the average
number of alleles per locus and the allelic richness (after correction using a rarefac-
tion method), He is the expected heterozygosity, FIS is the heterozygote deficiency
(both with 95% confidence interval in brackets, estimated by bootstrapping the in-
dividuals) and LD is the percentage of loci under significant linkage disequilibrium
(for a type I error fixed at 5% when rejecting the equilibrium hypothesis). Multilocus
diversity is described by nMLG , the number of multilocus MLGs and nh

MLG , the num-
ber of fully homozygous MLGs. Wilcoxon signed rank tests were performed across
loci for Na−rar , He and FIS to test for a significant difference between the two years
and the p-values are given.

Sampling
year

n Na Narar He
(CI95)

FIS
(CI95)

LD nMLG nh
MLG

1987 64 3.6 3.4 0.351
(0.252-
0.424)

0.942
(0.913-
0.966)

89% 18 12

2009 81 3.9 3.7 0.623
(0.599-
0.627)

0.967
(0.957-
0.976)

96% 47 41

Total 145 60 48
p-value 0.211 6.10-5 0.090

Supplementary Figures

Fig. S1. Distribution of residual heterozygosity across MLGs for the two sampling
years pooled. Residual heterozygosity is defined here as the proportion of het-
erozygous loci in the multilocus genotype (over 16 loci) of each individual.

Table S5. Estimates of the selfing rate in the Cape Corsica population for each
sampling year obtained using the program RMES by maximizing the log-likelihood
of the whole multilocus heterozygosity structure of the sample. The 95% confidence
intervals and the log-likelihood are given for the two unconstrained models and the
constrained model, along with the p-value of the likelihood ratio test comparing
constrained and unconstrained models.

Sampling year Selfing rate [CI95] Log-likelihood
(Unconstrained) 1987 0.944 [0.902-0.966] -90.896
(Unconstrained) 2009 0.980 [0.974-0.986] -84.592
Constrained 0.970 [0.960-0.978] -177.952
p-value LRT 0.026
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Fig. S2. Distribution of MLGs in the population and through time. The four most
frequent MLGs are shared between years. MLGs with residual heterozygocity are
shown in light grey (for the year 1987) and light green (for the year 2009).

S2: Details about the multiallelic method to
simulate the effect of successive generations
of drift
We simulated the effect of 22 generations of drift, us-
ing an extension to multiallelic data of the approach
described in Frachon et al. (2017) and inspired by
Goldringer and Bataillon (2004). In order to account
for the sampling variance in initial MLG frequencies,
we simulated individual MLG frequency trajectories as
follows: suppose that we observe a vector y of MLG
counts, out of n total counts, in the 1987 sample. We
assume that these observed counts are drawn from a
multinomial distribution Mult(n,x) where x is the vec-
tor of (unknown) MLG frequencies in the 1987 popu-
lation. Assuming a Dirichlet Dir(1) prior distribution
for x, and using the Bayes inversion formula, the pos-
terior distribution of x is distributed as Dir(y + 1). For
each simulation, we therefore randomly draw the ini-
tial MLG frequencies in the 1987 sample π1987, from
a Dir(y + 1) distribution. We then draw “pseudo-
observed” MLG counts using a random draw from
Mult(n,π1987).

References. Frachon, L., C. Libourel, R. Villoutreix, S. Carrère,
C. Glorieux, C. Huard-Chauveau, M. Navascués, L. Gay, R. Vitalis,
E. Baron, L. Amsellem, O. Bouchez, M. Vidal, V. Le Corre, D. Roby,
J. Bergelson, and F. Roux. 2017. Intermediate degrees of synergistic
pleiotropy drive adaptive evolution in ecological time. Nature
Ecology Evolution 1:1551-1561.
Goldringer, I., and T. Bataillon. 2004. On the distribution of temporal
variations in allele frequency: consequences for the estimation
of effective population size and the detection of loci undergoing
selection. Genetics 168:563-568.

S3: Comparison of the FST estimation vari-
ance when considering the loci as indepen-
dent or using the multilocus genotypes as al-
leles of a single locus
Due to reduced effective recombination, the entire
genome of a predominantly selfing population can be-
have as a giant supergene. This violates the hypoth-

esis of independence between loci that is commonly
assumed in population genetics, in particular for FST
estimation. One solution to this violation could be to
take the linkage disequilibrium into account by con-
catenating all loci and considering the distinct multi-
locus genotype (thereafter MLG) as different alleles of
a single (mega) locus. Here we use simulations to com-
pare estimates of genetic differentiation measured us-
ing all loci considered independent or using MLGs as
alleles of a single locus, and compare bias and estima-
tion variance (MSE).

Methods. We used the individual-based simulations of
diploid hermaphroditic populations performed using
SLiM 2.5 (Haller and Messer 2017) by Jullien et al.
(2019). Briefly, we simulated the evolution of 20 inde-
pendent loci (with a recombination rate of 0.5) in an iso-
lated population with a given selfing rate and effective
population size. Each simulation comprised two peri-
ods. A first period of 25 N generations (with N the de-
mographic population size, measured as the number of
diploid individuals) allowed the populations to reach
the mutation-drift equilibrium. At this stage (time t0
= 0), 100 diploid individuals were randomly sampled.
Twenty generations later (t20), a second sample of 100
individuals was drawn. This matches the sampling de-
sign performed on the focal population in Cape Cor-
sica. Further details can be found in Jullien et al. (2019).
We simulated 1,000 replicates for populations with a
selfing rate ranging between 0.8 and 1 and a population
size N of 250 individuals. For each simulated dataset,
we assessed the relative temporal differentiation be-
tween the two samples using Weir and Cockerham’s
(1984) estimator of FST , as implemented in the R pack-
age hierfstat (Goudet 2005). We then grouped individ-
uals with identical combinations of alleles (multilocus
genotypes, MLG) using the program GENETHAPLO
(Supplementary Material S1 above and as detailed in
the main text, except for the error rate, which was set
to zero). MLGs with residual heterozygosity were re-
moved for the multilocus assessment of temporal dif-
ferentiation. We considered each MLG as an allele of a
single locus and computed the allele frequency for each
temporal sample (t0, t20). We used the function hap-
loDiv of the R package diversity (Keenan et al. 2013)
to estimate the FST on this haploid locus using Weir
and Cockerham’s method (1984). We also reiterated this
analysis without removing the MLGs with residual het-
erozygosity to assess the effect of this step on the bias
and variance of FST estimation.
For each simulated selfing rate, we calculated the ex-
pected FST using the relationship established in Fra-
chon et al. (2017): FST = τ/(4Ne + τ), where Ne is the
number of haploid individuals (or gene copy number)
and τ the number of generations between the two tem-
poral samples. Selfing reduces the number of indepen-
dent gametes sampled for reproduction, so that the ef-
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fective size is reduced to Ne ∼ N(2− σ)/2 (Wright 1969,
Pollak 1987) with σ the selfing rate and N the popula-
tion size. As a result, FST = τ

4N 2−σ
2 +τ

.

We measured the bias as the difference between this
reference FST and the FST we estimated assuming in-
dependent loci or the FST we estimated using MLGs
as alleles of a single locus. We measured the mean
square error as the sum of the bias and the variance:

MSE = ∑1000
i=1 ( ̂FST indep or MLG(i)− FST expected(i))2.

Results and discussion. When using MLGs as alleles
of a single locus, the estimated FST suffers from an
increased negative bias compared to the method as-
suming that all loci are independent (Fig. S3). The bias
decreases with increasing selfing rate but is always neg-
ative for the selfing rates we considered (>0.8), which
will tend to overestimate the effective population size
(Fig. S3). This bias is likely due to the dependence
of FST on the frequency of the most frequent allelic
type (Jakobsson et al. 2013, Edge and Rosenberg 2014,
Alcala and Rosenberg 2017): as the number of alleles
increases, the frequency of the most frequent allele nec-
essarily decreases, which sets an upper bound to the
FST estimates (Fig. 2 in Jakobsson et al. 2013). Remov-
ing MLGs with residual heterozygosity reduces the
bias, because heterozygous MLGs are generally unique
and therefore form new alleles of the single “MLG”
locus. In addition, the precision of the FST estimates us-
ing the MLG method is expected to decrease when the
number of loci considered increases, because genetic
diversity is influenced by haplotype length (Mehta et
al. 2019). As already shown (Navascués et al. 2020), the
variance of the FST estimation assuming independent
loci increases with high selfing rates (Fig. S4), due to
the linkage disequilibrium that reduces the number of
effective loci (Golding and Strobeck 1980, Nordborg
2000). Surprisingly, the MLG method seems to limit
the estimation variance. This is most probably arti-
ficial, because the upper-bound on the FST estimates
also constrains its variance. Altogether, despite the
high sampling variance due to the low number of
effective loci available under strong selfing, our re-
sults suggest that it is preferable to assume that all loci
are independent instead of using MLGs to estimate FST .
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